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Author's Note
This paper deals ivitli the ineusurernei~tof izatior~alivealtk in so
,far as it provides an inflicatiori of a coiiiztry's economic groivth.
It is limited to (a) the p~esentcitioizof a set of eslimates of reprochicible tangible tvealth of the United States at benchmark date.^
over the past one kzindred aridfifty years; (b) the calculation of
growth rates of total wealth and its wzaiiz components; and (c)
a sinzple analysis of these growth rates and of chattges in the
strtrcture of wealth - in so far as these figures are relevant to the
tneasuretnent of econornic growth.
Much of the statistical material used in this paper has beeit
developed in connection with the author's forthcoming Study of
Saving in the U.S. froin 1897 to 1950, conducted under the
auspices of the Life Insurance Association of America.

THE GROWTH OF REPRODUCIBLE WEALTH OF THE
UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA FROM 1805 TO 1950
by Raymond W. Goldsmith
I. SUMMARY

THEhdings of this paper may be summarized in a few paragraphs which, of course, omit all qualifications of the statistical
data used.
1. The best single measure of economic growth from the stock
(rather than the flow) aspect now available is deflated durable
reproducible tangible wealth per head,' excluding military
tangible assets, subsoil assets, and civilian semi-durable and
perishable assets.
2. The average rate of growth of real R.T.W. per head for the
entire period from 1805 to 1950 is 2percent,witharauge of about
1.8 to 2.2 percent. These figures should be regarded as minima
because they do not make allowance for the probable overstatement of the effective rise in the price level involved in the process
of deflation and because of the omission or understatenlent of
some types of durable assets such as soil improvement.
3. The rate of growth increased from approximately 2.2 percent in the first half of the nineteenth century to 2.5 percent
in the second half. The highest decadal rate for periods of about
ten years was apparently reached in the 'eighties with approximately 3.8 percent. From this peak it declined to approxin~ately
1.6 percent for the period 1890 to 1922, but rallied to 2 percent
in the 'twenties. From 1930 to 1945 R.T.W. per head not only
failed to grow but declined slightly, an unprecendented phenomenon due to the Great Depression and to World War 11.
4. Since World War I1 the rate of growth of real R.T.W. per
head has averaged fully 4 percent. This is higher than any
decadal rate known; and probably higher too than that prevailing during any previous period of prosperity. The increaBe
of 22 percent in the five years 194650 seems to be as high as
that in any previous period of equal length. While part of this
Because ofits repeated occurrencethroughout thepaper, reproducible tangible
wealth will be abbreviated to R.T.W.and if not further qitalified will refer to
durable civilian assets only.
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rapid increase may be regarded as making up for deficieucies in
the ratio of R.T.W. to national product created in the preceding
ateen years; and while it is uncertain how long the recent rapid
rise will continue, even if we disregard restrictions on civilian
capital formation under the impact of rearmament, it may be
that the downward trend in the rate of growth of R.T.W. per head
in evidence since the late nineteenth century has been arrested.
5. During the one hundred and Hty years for which data are
available and which encompass virtually the entire economic
history of the United States, the structure of R.T.W. has shown
considerable changes, but also a degree of stability which may
be regarded as astonishilog in view of the extraordinary extcnsion of the economic area of the United States and the radical
changes in the nature of its economy. In particular, the proportion of R.T.W. represented by reproducible durable assets for
consumers' direct use and for use in production has changed
but little.
6. Residential buildings and consumers' durable goods accounted for approximately two-fifths of total domestic R.T.W.
(in current prices) throughout the period, although the ratio
has shown a slight tendency to rise since the middle of the
nineteenth century. Within consumers' R.T.W. residential buildings have lost slightly in importance at the expense of movable
durable goods. The share of government (including non-profit
institutions but excluding military assets) has risen from an
insignificant fraction to approximately one-eighth of total
R.T.W.' The proportion of R.T.W. represented by private
enterprise (including farms) has declined moderately. Within
total business R.T.W. changes, however, have been very substantial. The two outstanding trends are the relative decline of
R.T.W. of agriculture (excluding farmers' residences and consumers' durables), and the increase in the share of nbn-farin
business structures and equipment, particularly prior to 1880.
Non-farm business inventories, on the other hand, seem to have
maintained approximately the same proportion to totaldomestic
R.T.W. throughout the period.
7. Until World War I part of domestic R.T.W. must be
regarded as being the property of foreign owners. The propor'If gold and silver are regardzd as part of government assets and military
assets are included in both government and total R.T.W. the share of government
is now near to one-fourth.
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tion of foreign investments to R.T.W. of the United States,
however, declined rapidly throughout the nineteenth century
from a proportion of over one-eighth at its start to only a few
percent after World War I.
Investments abroad have never been substantial compared to
R.T.W. They have been almost insignificant throughout the
nineteenth century. Even at their peak in 1929 they represented
only 7 percent of domestic R.T.W., aproportion not yet regained
by 1950.
11. CONCEPTS

To avoid the fate of many a paper or book whose conceptual
introduction is longer and weightier than its body, this section
will be limited to a few remarks on the possibilities of using
national wealth data for measuring the economic growth of
nations, and on the principles actually applied in deriving the
figures utilized in this paper.
1. Use of national wealth data in n~easuringeconoilic grolvtlz
A satisfactory discussion of this problem presupposes a generally accepted and unequivocal concept of economic ~ o w t h .
As is well known, we are still a good distance from t h ~ sgoal.
We shall, therefore, have to be content with a provisional and
a rather vague definition of economic growth (or decay), describing it as a sustained increase (or decrease) in the level of economic activity measured in real rather than monetary units. In
this connection 'sustained' refers to an average for groups of at
least five years, and 'real' is understood in terms of psychic
satisfactions, hours of labor, pounds of gold or any relatively
invariant unit.
A nation's economic activities have two aspects: The flow of
economic values during any period measured, depending on the
purpose, by real net national product or consumption; and the
stock of economic values at any point of time, measured by real
national wealth. Within this framework economic growth (decay)
can be measured either as a sustained increase (decrease) in real
net national product, or as a sustained increase (decrease) in real
national wealth.
If the flow and the stock concepts were developed in perfect
parallelism, national wealth would include all stoclcs that give
rise to income flows, i.e. not only reproducible tangible durable
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assets used in production, but also short-lived reproducible
tangible assets; tangible assets not destined for production but
for consumers' direct use; non-reproducible resources such as
land and subsoil mineral deposits; and labor. Such a broad
definition, however, is not usable if we want to adhere for
national wealth to market values which provide the basis of
measuring income flow, though with some exceptions and modifications. There is no market value for human beings who represent the stock from which labor services flow, and it is very
difficult to determine the market value of some types of natural
resources. What is more important, it is doubtful whether
changes in national wealth so broadly conceived would be useful measures or indicators of economic growth. The process of
economic growth is one we conceive as the result of human
activity. Hence, there is no justification for including either
natural resources, unless they can be regarded as man-made;
or human beings, who are the cause and not the result of economic activity.
The concept of national wealth applicable lo the analysis of
economic growth must, therefore, be limited by theoretical considerations to the stock of man-made economic assets. It is
further restricted in this paper to durable tangible assets, a
limitation adopted for practical reasons, and one which will
not impair analysis. The reason for excluding intangible assets,
except the net balance between investments abroad and foreign
investments in this country, is obvious in the case of claims
because such debtor-creditor relationships between citizens disappear in a consolidated national balance sheet. Disregard of
other intangibles (such as patents, copyrights and goodwill) call
be justified in two ways. Theoretically intangible assets of this
type may be regarded as offset by equal liabilities on the part
of the buyers of the products or the users of the processes who
enjoy those rights or less formalized advantages, in the same
way as monopoly profits of the sellers can be regarded as offset
by monopoly tribute of the buyers.l The practical argument for
omitting intangible assets of this type is the fact that they are
usually not included in the balance sheet of the owners, or if
included are carried at values which have no relationship to
their possible sales value.

' See Goldsmith in Srr~diesilr I~lcolaearrd Wealth, Volrllne Twelve (NBEK, N.Y.,

IYSO), pp. 37-40; 45-46.
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The omission of short-lived tangibles (other than business
inventories which, of course, are included) again is motivated
primarily by practical considerations. There are no reasonably
accurate data for these assets - defined as having an expected
life of less than approximately two years; and changes in the
stock of them are quite small compared to total R.T.W.I
We propose, then, to measure economic growth (or decay)
from the stock aspect of economic values, as a sustained increase
(or decrease) in the volumeof man-made durable tangible assets.
2. Measurenzeizt of national wealth for the purpose of measuring
economic growth
Even if the approach to the ineasurement of economic growth
from the point of view of stock which has just been proposed is
accepted, there remains the question how to derive a quantitative expression for the volume of the stock of man-made durable
tangible assets, an expression which will be comparable as far
as possible over time and space and which will be invariant to
economically irrelevant institutional changes.
There are basically two possibilities for measuring the stock
of reproducible tangible assets, retrospectively as the man-made
resources that remain embodied in the stock; and prospectively
as the economic services still expected from the stock.a The.first
of these alternatives evaluates R.T.W. by expenditures on durable tangible assets reduced to a constant price level, cumulated,
and depreciated on the basis of the expected life of the different
types of assets. The second alternative measures it as the market
value of each asset, or the nearest substitute to it. These two
values, of course, are not unrelated; but neither are they equal,
nor necessarily always near each other.
The main force which tends to equalize the twonleasures is the
fact that original cost adjusted for price changes is very close to
cost of reproduction if appropriate indices are used; and that
market values are not likely to deviate from cost of reproduction for very long, particularly for those types of durables
which exist in numerous and generically similar representatives,
An indication of the order of magnitude involved is given in Table 11. (All
tables with Roman Numerals will be found in the Appendix.)
'For a general discussion of methods of measuring tangible wealth see
Kuznets' 'The Measurement of National Wealth' (Stmlies in I~mcomeand Wealth,
Yuho,te Two. 1938) and Goldsmith's 'Measurin~National Wealth in a Svstem
of Social ~ A o u n t h g (op.
'
eif., Voh,,nc ~tvelve).

-
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i.e. homes, consumers' durables, standard types of machinery
and equipment and business buildings of small or medium size.
Even for 'unique' items, mainly large or special-purpose
structures and installations, marlcet value will not deviate
radically from adjusted depreciated cost, at least not upwards
though sometimes under the influence of obsolescence downwards; and the period of substantial deviation will be the shorter
the higher the customary rate of depreciation becomes for the
type of asset affected. These theoretical considerations are confirmed by the figures available for the only two types of durable
tangible assets for which the relationship between market value
and cost of reproduction can be followed in the U.S., even if
only inadequately - single family homes and automobile^.^
The forces which tend to separate the market value of reproducible assets from their cost of reproduction axe effective
mostly in the short run, although for this purpose the short
run must be regarded as extending over at least one and possibly
as much as two decades. The most important of these are
chauges in the rate of capitalization and obsolescence. Obsolescence (which may be defiued as the result of a difference
betweell actual and anticipated useful life of a tangible reproducible asset) does not seem to have been sufficiently important
in the period under study to introduce a substantial divergence
between market value and price-adjusted depreciated original
cost, with the exception of a few industries such as the street
railways. This is due in part to the fact that the rates of depreciation used in the calculations are generally on the high side, i.e.
in many cases imply an average useful life below the probable
actual one about which, of course, very little is known. Moreover, even where obsolescence has been of substantial importance, it leads to a discrepancy between market values and
price-adjusted depreciated original cost only until the expiration
of the expected life of the asset, i.e. in the case of machinery and
equipment for only a few years, and even in that of structures
rarely for more than approximately twenty years, since the
average expected life has been assumed at only twelve years for
equipment and at Uty years for structure^.^

' These figures also indicate that the swings in market values tend to be wider
than those in cost of reproduct~onwith the result that substantial discrepancies
may arise particularly during periods of deep depression or boom.
In the actual calculations different depreciation rates have been applied to
the various types of tangible assets.
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Changes in the rate of capitalization - which may reflect
changes either in the pure rate of interest or in the risk factor
attributed to specific types of assets- are likewise unlikely to
produce long enduring differences between market value and
price-adjusted depreciated original cost of R.T.W. Increases in
rates of capitalization will initially reduce market values below
cost of reproduction, assuming that all other factors are equal
and no difference existed between the two values before the
change. But as the representatives of the type of assets affected
are worn out, if not before, the two values will tend to come
together under the influence of a decline in the supply and an
increase in the demand for assets of this type which drive up
the market price, or of a reduction in the cost of reproduction.
Similarly in the case of a fall in rates of capitalization, provided
that the affected asset can be produced freely, an assumption
which is justified for the most important separate components
of R.T.W. such as houses, consumers' durables and business
equipment, even though doubtful for going concerns.
Apart from the theoretically expected discrepancies between
market value and price-adjusted depreciated original cost there
are others which result simply from imperfections in the statistical material. Probably the most important of these are caused
by certain types of outlays which are omitted or understated
in the statistics of capital expenditures with the result that
adjusted depreciated cost of total R.T.W. remains below market
value, and in this case for as long as such expenditures continue
at the same level or increase. This apparently has been the case
with part of the expenditures on improvements and alterations
on residential real estate, part of expenditures on certain types
of farm structures such as fences, roads, drainage and tiling
installations, and part of business capital expenditures on force
account?
Because of the theoretical differences and the possible actual
discrepancies between the two measures of the value of repro-

'

If the market value of reproducible tangible wealth of business enterprises
is derived not by adding thevalne of the separate assets of this type but as 'going
concern value' of the owners, an additional discrepancy is introduced which
theoreticallv is of a oermanent nature. t h o u ~ hof fluctuating direction and size.
This discrepancy reflicts the fact that the valie of a going coincern, expressed for
instance in the market \,due of 311 its sllares, is bound~todiKer from the rum
of the mdrket values of its szparate assets less its liabilittr,, a situation which
I have been orcsumotuous enouch to call the 'indeterrnin;~cvorinciolc' of tltc
national balahce sheit. (Sludies b;~ncomeaird Wealrf~,
Volurne ii;clve, pp. 40-41.)
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ducible wealth, rates of growth should be based, wherever
possible, on data obtained by one and the same method. This,
however, could not be done as yet for the entire period covered
by this paper. Before 1900, calculations must essentially be based
on Census figures. These, in fact, represent hybrid valuations.
In appearance they are based throughout on market values.
Actually, however, there is little doubt that many of the figures
represent original cost, sometimes depreciated and sometimes
not, and sometimes adjusted to reproduction cost and sometimes not. The only components of R.T.W. for which the Census
figures are fairly certain to represent market values, or a near
approximation to them, are business iuventories (for these,
however, the Census figures are extremely rough and unreliable);
livestock; and possibly residential real estate. In all other components the influence of original cost, adjusted or unadjusted,
is certainly substantial, although the extent of its influence caunot be evaluated quantitatively. From 1900-22 both Census
and Perpetual Inventory figures (price-adjusted cumulated depreciated expenditures) are available. A comparison for this
period shows that rates of growth calculated by the two methods,
though not identical, do not differ too greatly.=From 1922 on
we must rely exclusively on Perpetual Inventory figures, which
are derived by the retrospective method.
IU. GROWTH OF TOTAL REPRODUCIBLE TANGIBLE WEALTH

1. Problems of estimation
If we want to go back a century or more there is no way
around the necessity of piecing a series of estimates together
from three segments which differ in method and reliability.
From 1897 on we may use the Perpetual Inventory estimates,=
'The rate of growth for real civilian reproducible tangible durable wealth,
excluding consumers' durables, for the entire period 1900 to 1922 is 3 percent
from Census data (using Kuznets' estimates without further adjustment as
shown in Table VIII) and 3.5 percent from the Perpetual Inventory. Differences,
however, are somewhat larger and tend in different directions for the two subperiods, for which the figures can be calculated separately. For 1900-12 the rate
of 4.6 percent from Census data is considerably above the 3.8 percent from
Perpetual Inventory estimates, while for 1912-22 the Perpetual Inventory rate
of 3.3 percent js much bigher than the Census 1.4 percent.
T o r an explanation of method and a brief description of sources used, see
Goldsmith, 'A Perpetual Inventory of National Wealth', in Studies in 1,teome
ond Weoltlr, Volrr,,?eFowree!~(1951), Section B. This publication contains only
estimates at quadrennial benchmark years from 1900 to 1948, and for 1922,
1929,and 1939. Annual figures for 1896 through 1948, incorporating a number of
revrqlons. are intended for publication in n forthcoming sludy by the author.
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and may pick any year we want as a benchmark. For the period
1880 to 1922 there are also six benchmark estimates (1880; 1890;
1900; 1904; 1912; and 1922) made by the Bureau of the Census
or based on the Bureau's estimate^.^ Before 1880 we have only
two estimates each of which is in need of considerable adjustment and breakdowns before it may be used for our purpose,
Blodget's estimate for 1805 and the figures of the Bureau of the
Census for 1850.
Four questions immediately arise when one proposes to use
a series consisting of these estimates as a basis for measuring the
growth of R.T.W. in the United States:
(a) How large are the errors in the original estimates?
(b) What additional errors are introduced through reduction
of the estimates to a common price level, specifically that
of 1929?
(c) Are the benchmark years sufficiently comparable in their
cyclical position to prevent distortion?
(d) Are the deflated estimates sufficiently comparable in
coverage and methods to be welded into one series?
a. Margin of error of estimates. In the field of national wealth,
as in so many other domains of economic research, a discussion
of margins of error is rendered ditficult by two obstacles: the
uncertainty as to what in theory should be regarded as an error
in such estimates; and the scarcity of practical quantitative work
on the problem.
The first may possibly be overcome along lines which I should
regard as appfic~bleto- the measurement of error in the wider
field of .social accounting, i.e. by treating as the error of an
estimate of national wealth the difference between its numerical
value and the value which would be obtained if (a) each economic unit kept its books according to principles of social
accounting clearly enunciated and universally adhered to; and
(b) the figures for all economic units were cousistently combined.2 This approach at least furnishes us with a theoretical
For a rearrangement and discussion of these estimates see Kuznets, National
Produci since 1869 (NBER, 1946), Part 1V.
This definition represents an adaptallon of Deming's approach to sampling
errors (see W. E. Deming, Some TIzeo~yof Soiamplirrg, New Y o ~ k1950, pp. 15 and
IS), in which they are defined as the difference between the value shown in the
sample and 'what would have been the result of applylug the same procedure to
every member of the universe'.
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standard of measurement which has the advantage of being
operational in Bridgeman's sense?
The second obstacle, the absence of previous work on margins
of error in national wealth estimates, however, remains. Practically all available estimates of national wealth have been issued
without any indication of the margin of error to which they may
be subject, although some of them have been accompanied by
a general discussion in non-quantitative terms on their shortcomings and the sources of errors. The only exception noticed
is provided by King who was bold enough to indicate what he
believed were the errors in the components, though not in the
total, of his estimates, which are based partly on Census data
and partly on other material.=
Not enough is known about the sources and methods of
Blodget's figures to assess the margin of error in the estimates
for 1805 even roughly. Blodget himself did not discuss the
problem beyond stating that he thought the figures too low,
except those for slave^.^
The situation with respect to the Census estimate of 1850 is
rather puzzling. This figure was derived, like those for 1860 and
1870, as the aggregate of estimates of the 'true value' of real
and personal property in each county made by local residents
who served as temporary agents of the Bureau of the Census, the
true value being obtained by an addition made by these agents
to assessed valuations which they had a~certained.~
The Census
of 1850itself made no comments on possible errors in the figures,
but apparently thought rather highly of their reliability. The
next generation, however, had a very low opinion of the accuracy
of the wealth data in the Census of 1850, as well as those of
1860 and 1870.5 By 1900, however, the opinion had changed, at
See P. W. Bridgeman, TheLogic of Moriejn Plrysics, New York 1927,Chap-

ter 1.
W. I. King, Tlre Weal111andfilconze of tile People of tlte UnifedSfates,New
York 1915, pp. 25699. The figures given for the components of reproducible
tangible wealth permit the conclus~onthat King regarded the error m the estlmate
of total reproducible tangible wealth as somewhere between 15 and 20 percent
in 1910, but amounting to at least 30 percent in 1850.
Econo,nica: A Sforistical Ma,rrtol for tlze U.S.A. (1806). p. 196.
" For forms used in 1850 Census and instructions to agents, see Seve,rtlr Censrts,
pp. VI, X, XIV and XXI-XXV.
' In the introduction to the Te~tfltCe~rrus,taken in 1880, we find the following
statement (Vol. VII, p. 5): 'Comparison of the figures for 1860 with those for
1850 will scarcely allow one to doubt that, if the returns for 1850 were adequate
to the facts, those of 1860 were excessive; and that on the other hand if those of
1860 were moderate and just those of 1850 were far too low . . . Not only 1s so
great an increase 1126 percent in 10 years] in itself very improbable but there
are many other,considerations which indicate that the valuation of 1850 was
much too small.
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least among the officials then in charge of the Census. After the
first reasonably detailed discussion of the problem that has been
found, the conclusion was that 'it is deemed probable that the
Census estimates for 1850 represent fairly the market value of
the tangible property of the nation at that time'? No later
appraisal of the reliability of the Census estimates for 1850
appears to have been made.2
In view of the method by which the Census estimates for 1850
Da\*id Wells sh3red this opinion, staring in his l<+/,.l,urld f /Ire Sl,r,ci<il Cu,,errirX111: 'Mu;h of this large increase between the
1850 and 1860 values1 is known to hnvc been duu to more a:cumr; mcrhods of
enumeration and to the inclusion of many elements previously left unnoticed',
:tnd that 'careful review of comparison uf the n~atrridlof there 1\50 Ccnruser
made.
in connection wirl~ccrr31n ofrhc txpctts who prepared the Ctnsus of
1360' led him to out the true rate of in:rc'3sc bet\vccn 1850 and IS60 at G j nercent, or at most 86 percent compared to the 126 percent shown in the unadjuited
Census figures.
The figures for 1860, in turn, also had been declared to be much too low.
Indeed, the gentleman in charge of the Nintlr Census expressed this opinion
in terms which would now hardly be used by one Federal official concerning the
work of another: 'Undoubtedly, of the apparent gain of 107 percent in the valuation of the United States between 1860 and 1870, 20 to 30 percent is due simply
to heedless and ignorant understatement In 1860', and further '.
that the
estimates of the value of property at the Census of 1860 were made generally
without any appreciation of the principle which should govern in the treatment
of
.. the ~t~hiect'
If these two adjustments arecombined and the 1870 wealth estimate is accepted
;I,:~pprox~marcl~corrcct
- ;rn assumption for u hiih there i i no compelling reison
e c c p t the optimism of t l ~ cthen h a d uT thr Cenws Uurrau -- the 1850 value of
natlonnl rc3lth should have amounted to 30 lu 33 n:r;cnt of that fur 1870. or
between $9 and $ l o t billion. comvared to the reported figure of $7.1 billion.
or probably more aiproprintcly of $6.3 billion i i t h c valuc of slaves (included
in the 1850 but nor in rhc 1870 Cencns) is el~n~inatcd.
'lhc Census citirn3le of
IS50 \roold thus have to be incrc.!scd bv 40 to 70 ocrsent if the 1870 l i ~ u l cis
~ e ~ a r d easd correct. I t would have to bk raised stiil more if the 1870 e z ~ m a t e
were found to have been too low compared with later evaluations of national
wealth, as is only too likely in view, among other things, of incomplete coverage
in the Southern states.
rroner fur Rcvei,,rc for 10'69 (p.

..

..

~

of almost a century ago, particdarly since none-of the critical eialuations of
the Census data is accompanied by detailed reasons. What appears to have
happened, however, is that the Census officials and other statisticians did not
realize the extent and the pervasiveness of the inflation which d e c t e d the
American economy in the third quarter of the nineteenth century; and that this
blind spot led them to reject apparent rates of increase in national wealth,
expressed in current prices, which were obviously in excess of the physical growth
of wealth.
'Bureau of the Census, I~Vealtlr,Deb1 and Taxalion, 1900, p. 29.
:Mitchell evidently wis \cry sceptic31 of all national \\calth estimates by the
Uurcau of the Census, specifically that u i 1 S7U (see Wesley C. Mitchell, A H;slu,:t
of [he GrLwrhncks, Chicago, 1902. p. 3.)8), but oil'ered no re;lsons for his attitudu.
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were obtained, it is evidently impossible at this late date to make
any direct check on their accuracy. What has been done in
Table V is to build up a total from separate estimates for the
components of reproducible tangible wealth. The margin of
error in these estimates naturally varies, but can hardly be below
20 percent in any of them and for the total may be above this
figure, although the possibility of offsetting errors in some of the
components cannot be ruled out. If the aggregate of these components is compared with the figure from the 1850 Census this can only be approximated because no official separate
evaluation was made at that date of thevalue of land- it appears
that the estimate of R.T.W. used in this paper is approximately
25 percent above the Census figure. Such a difference is in the
direction and approximately of the size to be expected from what
we know about the 1850 Census, accepting the position of the
later critics rather than that of the earlier ones. Since the revised
estimate admittedly has a margin of error of approximately
20 percent, even the unadjusted Census figure could not be
entirely ruled out. King's estimates, on the other hand - which
do not include inventories or livestock and for 1850 are mostly
of an indirect nature (applying relationships existing around
the turn of the century) - are 30 percent above those in Table V
and imply a level of nearly 50 percent above Census
estimates?
The national wealth estimates for 1880, 1890 and 1900A
shown in Table I are based, with a few exceptions, on the figures
developed by Kuznets, primarily from official censuses of the
main branches of industry, e.g. agriculture, manufacturing, mining, transportation and electric utilities, and from the Bureau
of the Census estimates of the value of real estate and inventories.They thus have the advantage,in contrast to the estimates
for 1850, of starting generally from comprehensive figures
derived from direct replies by the operators of the different
types of tangible assets. The basis of valuation, however, is not
too well known and, unfortunately, is not uniform as between
types of assets and between industries, a shortcoming which the
estimates share with the figures for 1805 and 1850. It is therefore
'The level of King's estimates of the value of structures and equipment
continues to be well above Census figures until near the end of the century;
in 1880 the excess still amounts to nearly 30 percent compared to Kuznets'
adiustment of the Census fimres.
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very difficult to be certain to what extent the figures approximate
current market values, and how far they tend to deviate from
them in the direction of original cost, depreciated or undepreciated, or some hybrid basis of valuation. Not enough is known
about the original sources of these estimates to evaluate the
margin of error in quantitative terms, assuming that current
market values are regarded as the 'true' values deviations from
which are to be treated as errors. It is not likely, however, that
the errors so conceived should amount to more than approximately 20 percent in the aggregate for national wealth. The
figures for individual components, of course, are certain to be
farther off the mark in some cases.
Kuznets' figures have been accepted as they stand with one
exception, the estimates for the value of non-farm residential
structures, which in effect allocate a little less than one-half of
total market values to structures and the other half to 1and.l
There is what seems to be convincing evidence, too extensive
to review here,%that a Iand ratio of 50 percent is excessive, and
that the highest ratio that can be defended for homes is approximately 25 percent. Kuznets' figures have, therefore, been modified by allocating to structures 75 percent of his aggregate for the
value of residential real estate. This has been done as there seems
to be no reason to assume that Kuznets' aggregate figures,
which are derived from the Bureau of the Census total for all
non-farm red estate, deviated substantially from the market
value of residential real estate.
The Perpetual Inventory figures used from 1900 on have at
least the advantage that we know exactly how the estimates were
derived; have an idea of the defects in the approach; and can
judge the possible errors in the various steps involved in the
calculation. The most important source of error, of course,
resides in the estimates of expenditures on construction which
constitute the first item in the calculation. From the changes
in the official estimates of construction expenditures during the
This is the mooortion obtained by cornoaring Table 1V-1. line 5 and Table

but it is a necessary ies"itof then,.
a For a brief review of the evidence, see Goldsinilh, ' A Perpetual Invento~y
of hrational Wenlth', pp. 30-31.
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last one or two decades1 which have been, and still are being
made, it is obvious that the margin of error in any set of figures
which can now be contrived for the early part of the twentieth
or the latter half of the nineteenth century must be substantial.
It may well be put at not below 10 percent and probably even
as high as 20 percent. The figures are likely to err in understating total expenditures rather than in overstating them. It is
not at all certain, however, that the relative margin of error has
substantially changed over the period, aud it is rather unlikely
that it has changed its direction. The obvious serious shortcomings in all the estimates of construction expenditures now
available, therefore, do not necessarily imply equally serious
errors in the comparison of cumulations, at separate points of
time, derived from them.
As the Perpetual Inventory estimates are ohtailled by depreciating cumulated expenditures on construction and durables,
the choice of the rates of depreciation necessarily introduces a
second source of error. In this case, however, it is even doubtful
just what should be regarded as a 'true' value, whether the
rate actually applied in the books of the owners of the assets
or the rate indicated by their demolition, scrappage or physical
decay. The first of these rates is not well known, even for
those owners, primarily corporations, who make depreciation
allowances in their books; it is not more than a fiction in the
case of individual owners of homes or coilsumers' durables.
Opinions about physical rates of deterioration vary widely and
the rates obviously depend on the extent to which expenditures
on maintenance, repair, alterations and additions are treated as
capitalizable expenditures.
Another advantage of the Perpetual Inventory estimates is
that they can in many cases be checked against benchmark
estimates of the Census type. This is the case primarily for residential real estate, farm structures, inventories and international
assets which together account for about one-half of reproducible
tangible wealth. Checks are less satisfactory for non-farm business structures and equipment which represent another quarter
of reproducible tangible wealth, but the information provided
in corporate balance sheets submitted to the Bureau of Internal

' I:or Ialcs1 R ~ U I C Sat, date lllcsc estin~alcswere mxde, sre U.S. Dep;trllndnl
of Commurcc. Co,,~rr,,criu,r and Cu,r~rraoio,,Marwtnlr, Srori,ric~i,lSu,>plnrre#rr,
.\l:ty 1950, Washillglon 1950.
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Revenue assures us that the Perpetual Inventory estimates are
not too far off the mark for the last twenty years.' The only
sectors of reproducible tangible wealth in which the Perpetual
Inventory estimates can be subject to no checks, or to only very
unsatisfactory ones, are consumers' durables and government
fixed assets which together account for the last fourth of reproducible tangible assets, if military assets are excluded.
These considerations as well as comparison with other relevant data such as estimates of saving and investment, estate tax
returns and sampIes of individuals' assets and liabilities, lead
to the conclusion that the estimates of total reproducible tangible
wealth (excluding military assets) shown in Table I are not likely
to be off by more than approximately 20 percent after 1900,
and that the margin of error is probably a good deal smaller
for purposes of comparison over substantial periods of time.
b. Errors introduced through deflation. The additional errors
which may be introduced by reducing the estimates to the price
level of 1929 are of different character and seriousness for the
three segments from which the series has been built up. The
figures from 1900 onwards, derived by the Perpetual Inventory
method, have been deflated by fairly narrow sectors; cumulated
depreciated expenditures on one-to-four family homes, e.g.,
have been reduced to the 1929 price level by an index of the cost
of construction referring specifically to this type of building. In
the case of expenditures on producers' and consumers' durables,
the process has been applied on a more detailed basis, approximately a dozen types of durables having been deflated separately
in both instances. Even so the method of deflation used and the
indices available are far from all that can be desired, but most
of the deflators are at least based on cost of construction or price
indices which refer specifically to the different types of reproducible tangible assets to which they are applied.
The results, nevertheless, remain subject to the tendency common in virtually all deflation procedures of understating improvements in the quality of durable assets. An example is
provided by livestock, the deflated estimates for which were
obtained by multiplying the number of animals of the different
species by their 1929 price. Thus a milch cow of 1948 is regarded

' For a comparison of the Perpetual Inventory estifnates and the Bureau of
Internal Revenue figures on ,fined assets of corporations, see Goldsmith, 'A
Perpetual Inventory of National Wealth', pp. 52-7.
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as the equivalent to one of 1900, notwithstanding the fact
that by all available tests it is a considerably more effective
milk-producing agent. In this case, as well as for other types of
livestock, it might have been possible, given sufficient time and
specialized technological knowledge, to make adjustments for
changes in efficiency. In most other instances this would have
been out of the question. The deflators, therefore, have a tendency to rise more over time than they should. Consequently,
rates of growth calculated from the deflated figures are likely
to represent minima. It is hoped that the selection of the year
1929 as the basis of deflation has avoided the additional bias
which would have been introduced by using a year near one end
of the period as a basis.
The estimates for 1880 and 1890 (as well as the first of the
estimates for 1900) taken fiom ICuznets' studies, are the result
of a more summary deflation,l as only three separate deflators
have been used for construction (residential; other private;
farm) and all equipment has been reduced to the 1929 price
level by one deflator. It so happens, however, that at least for
the year 1900 the figures resulting from Kuznets' more summary
deflation and the more detailed deflation of the Perpetual
Inventory are approximately the same, as can be seen from the
closeness of the deflators in columns 2 and 3 of Table VIII.
The difference is somewhat larger for 1912 and 1922, but it does
not exceed 8 percent for either of these years. It would therefore
seem permissible to regard the deflated figures for 1880 to 1900
as comparable to those for 1900 to 1948, at least in so far as
the effects of the process of deflation are involved.
Kuznets' deflators, as well as those of the Perpetual Inventory, are quite close to Snyder's index of the general price level
for the period 1900 to 1929. For the years 1900, 1890 and 1880
Kuznets' deflator and the index are virtually identical. This
correspondence has been one of the main reasons for using
Snyder's index as the deflator for 1850 and 1805. For these two
years, of course, one and the same deflator had to be applied
to all types of structures and equipment. For the deflation of
inventories, on the other hand, an alternative deflator was
available in the index of wholesale prices, and was given
preference to the index of the general price level. This summary
procedure is far from satisfactory, but it is not evident how

' Natioriol P,orlrrcl siuce 1869, pp. 216-17.
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it can be substantially improved with the material now at hand.l
There is no doubt that the process of deflation produces
additional errors in the estimates. These, however, are unavoidable since rates of growth cannot be calculated from estimates
expressed in current value^.^ The crucial question, of course, is
whether these errors are likely to affect significantly the rates
of growth of either total reproducible tangible wealth or of the
major components over the entire period or for long sub-periods.
One hesitates to make a definite statement on a subject which
needs so much more theoretical and practical study. Even in the
present stage of our ignorance it may, however, fairly be said
(1) that any error is likely to lead towards an overstatement of
the price rise over the period and hence an understatenlent of
growth rates; and (2) that there is no evidence that the error is
larger for one part of the period than for another, although the
possibilities of error are certainly greater in the nineteenth century than the twentieth.
c. Cyclical position of berzch~narkyears. Ideally one would
wish all benchmark years to occupy the same position in the
business cycle or in relation to long-term trend. Unfortunately,
there is no choice among benchmark years before 1900. Even
though we now possess annual data from 1897 three facts virtually remove the possibility of choice for the twentieth century
too, viz. (a) the limitation of checks through census type data
to certain years, particularly 1912 and 1922; (b) the coucentration of independent and collateral estimates for most of the
important components of reproducible tangible wealth on the
years 1929, 1939 and 1946, particularly the papers assembled in
Volume Fourteen of Studies in Income and Wealth; and (c) the
fact that a few years, in particular again 1929 and to a somewhat
lesser degree 1939, are generally regarded as marking the end
of an era in American economic history.

' One vossible alternative to the use of Snyder's index as deflator for structures
and equbment a.ould be cost of construot<on indices iucl~as the onc sho\\n in
Column 7 of 'lablc VI11. Such indtces, however, could nut be carried back to
ISUS: cvrn ~
for- .
18%)
thev ~
ore nothma
more than a comb~na~ion
of indi:ec. not
~~~~,
~
too satisfactom bv themselves. of w&e rates and the cost of building matehals.
While the use-ofsuch indices' would-not have produced substantiany different
results for any benchmark year after 1880, it would have led to an increase of
the 1850 figures, in 1929 prices, by approximately 20 percent above the values
obtained bv the aoolic;uion or Snvder's index.
a When &ltanges'in the structuie of wealth rather than growth in aggregate
wealth are the object of study it may be preferable to use the nndeflated original
figures, as will he done in Sectlon IV.
~

~~~

.
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Table IX assembles the data available for judging the trend
in cyclical position of the dozen benchmark years used in this
paper. It appears that most of these years, particularly the
crucial ones, were periods of prosperity or near prosperity, viz.
1805, 1850, 1880, 1900, 1912, 1929 and 1948. The only benchmark years whose cyclical position is substantially below the
trend are 1922, 1939 and 1946. In all three cases, however, the
deviation from the trend was apparently not large enough to
invalidate rates of growth calculated over substantial periods
of time, i.e. twenty years or more, beginning or ending with
these years?
The distribution over time and the deviation from trend of
the benchmark years with which we actually must work in this
paper are such that caution, or adjustment for difference in
cyclical position, are necessary only for comparisons over some
shorter periods. For comparisons over longer intervals, partucularly those from 1805 to 1850; 1850 to 1880; 1880 to 1900;
1900 to 1929; and 1929 to 1950, or any combination of these
periods, such a correction is fortunately not requited, and the
rates of growth calculated for any of them can be used without
further adjustment.
d. Comparability of estimates. It would thus seem that the
benchmark estimates are sufficiently comparable in their cyclical
position as not to distort the calculation of growth rates over
longer periods of time; that the deflation of the original estimates
is likely to lead to a slight understatement of the increase in
reproducible tangible wealth over the period under investigation; that the margin of error in the estimates is substantial,
amounting to hardly less than 10 to 20 percent at any date; that
this relative margin increases as we go back in time; but that
it is not at all certain that comparability is impaired by as much
as the size of the margin may imply because the error probably
tends in the same direction for most if not all benchmarks,
although it is likely that the understatement is more pronounced
in the early part of the period than in the latter. Tbis leaves the
'If we assume a first benchmark 5 percent above and another one 5 percent
below the trend - and that is about the maximum difference which we are likely
to encounter - and a trend increase of 2.5 percent per year, the unadjusted rate
of increase over 20 years would be 2 percent, a substantial deviation from the
rate obtained if the comparison had been based on trend values rather than
actual values. Over a period of 50 years, however, the d~fferencein the rates of
growth would become of mnch less importance; the unadjusted rate of 2.3 percent would then compare with an adjusted rate of 2.5 percent.
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question whether the estimates are comparable in scope, and
whether it is permissible to combine the Census type estimates
for the period before 1900 with the Perpetual Inventory estimates for the last fifty years.
Regarding scope, considerable effort has been made to ensure
comparability. As a result the figures shown in Table I include
all types of R.T.W. with an expected (normal) useful life of
more than approximately two years, but exclude subsoil wealth
and military assets? Also omitted throughout the period, but
probably more completely after 1900 than before, is R.T.W.
which originates in expenditures on soil improvement. As this
form of wealth has been relatively more important before than
after 1900 its omission leads to a small understatement of the
decline in the rate of growth between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,=one which is certainly quite small in comparison
to total R.T.W.
Conceptually the Census type estitnatesusedfor thenineteenth
century differ sharply from the Perpetual Inventory figures
utilized for the more recent period. The Census type figures
represent, in principle at least, prospective values, if it can be
assumed that market values of R.T.W. reflect primarily capitalized expected net yields. The Perpetual Inventory figures, on the
other hand, are retrospective being derived from a cumulation
of past expenditures on reproducible tangible assets. In practice
the difference is considerably less clear-cut. On the one hand,
many of the figures included in Census type estimates reflect,
or at least are based on, original cost rather than the capitalization of expected future earnings. On the other hand, some of the
Perpetual Inventory estimates, e.g. those for residential structures, are adjusted to Census type benchmarks. As a result, the
actual difference between the Census type and the Perpetual
Inventory estimate for the overlapping year 1900 is moderate.
Kuznets' unrevised estimate for that year is $49.5 billion:
which compares with one of $50.9 billion by the Perpetual

' Rouch estimates for some items omitted from Table I and from most of
the disctksion are aiven in Table I1
' A minor dikrencc in scope, it is true, arises from the fact that the Perpciu~l
Invmrory cstlmates include ihc remaining value of developnienr cxpcnditurei
irl nlininu. n aood nnrr of which
in the Censu, rvnc erumsto.
~ rnav
~ not
~ becovered
~
In comparison to total R.T.W. thigdifference is negligible.
This figure is derived by combining Kuznets' estimates for structures, equipment and net foreign balance (Notional Prorlrrct since 1869, pp. 202, 213, 228)
with an estimate for inventories derived from his figure in 1929 prices (00. cit.,
p. 228).
~~

~

~
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Inventory method. The close coincidence is partly fortuitous,
but even if Kuznets' very low estimate for residential structures
is adjusted,' his total exceeds the Perpetual Inventory estimate
by only $4.1 billion.=It has, therefore, been deemed permissible
to link Kuznets' estimates for 1890 and 1880 to the Perpetual
Inventory estimates for the period beginning with 1900 by
reducing the former by 7 percent, after they have been adjusted
for the apparent understatement in the value of residential
structure^.^ No similar adjustment has been made in the estimates for 1850and 1805because they werenot known sdiciently
well to justify such a minor correction; because the application
of a correction factor derived from a relationship existing in
1900 would become more and more doubtful as the interval
increased; and because the correction even if warranted would
make little difference in the calculation of rates of growth between 1850 and 1880, the only period affe~ted.~
2. The rate of growth of total reproducible tangible wealtlt
In the preceding pages we have dwelt in some detail on the
limitations of the available estimates of R.T.W. and their use
as measures of economic growth. We shall now forget these
warnings and proceed as though we were possessed of asufficient
number of reasonably accurate estimates of R.T.W. of the
United States, both in current and in constant prices, spaced at
not too distant and fairly regular intervals over the period from
1805 to 1950, and thus could measure the rate of growth of
wealth over these one hundred and fifty years.
In order not to complicate the discussion unnecessarily we
shall deal in general with only one of the possible concepts
of R.T.W., that which includes consumers' durables and net
foreign assets, but excludes military assets, consumers' semidurables and perishables and subsoil wealth. Estimates based
on defmitions of R.T.W. of different scope will be discussed
only when there are significant differences between rates calcu-

' See page 259 above.
' The difference is due, almost exclusively, to the higher valuation of non-

asricultural business structures and equipment in KCznets' estimates. (The
difference in these two items amounts to $3.9 billion or 20 percent.) The discrevancies in other comoonents are rather small and tend to cancel out.
(This means that the final figures for 1880 and 1890 are about 3 uercent above

.
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lated on the basis of the one or the other definition. For the
rate of growth over the period as a whole, it makes very little
difference, if we may anticipate later findings, which of the
dehitions is adopted, but it is another matter for shorter
periods, in particular the last thirty years.
a. The period 1805-1950 as a whole. Beginning with aggregate
R.T.W. in current prices we find a rate of growth for the entire
period of one hundred and forty-five years of just over 5 percent? This rate is not very meaningful; it is compounded of
three elements, the price level of durable tangible assets, the
number of inhabitants of the United States, and R.T.W. per
head.
One of these, the price level, must certainly be eliminated if
rates of increase are to provide information about economic
growth or welfare, though aggregate figures in current prices
may be important for other problems, particularly those in the
field of money or finance. For the period as a whole the price
level of reproducible tangible assets has grown at an annual
rate of nearly 1percent, reducing the rate of growth of aggregate
reproducible real tangible wealth to a little over 4 percent per
year.
The second element, the increase in the i~umberof people
Living in the United States - which amounts to 2.2 percent a
year for the entire period - likewise is not directly relevant for
our purpose, even though it is of the greatest significance in

' In general all rates of growth have been calculated from the values for the
beginning and the end of the period. In a Few cases, however, the rates have also
been calculated by fitting a logarithmic straight line to all the benchmarks. As
shown below the results in these cases differ but little from the figures obtained
by the cruder procedures, partly because both the 1805 and 1950 values happen
to lie about equally far below the trend line.

I
I
.
Total Civilian R.T.W., 1929 priccs
.
Civilian R.T.W. per head, 1929 pl.ices .
Total Civilian R.T.W., Current prices

Rates of Growth 1805-1950
from initial
and terminal
values only

I

all available
benchmark
values

Percent
5.13

Percent
5.08

-!.27

4.21

2.04

2.00
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explai~lingthe pattern of growth of R.T.W., and in particular
its geographical distribution. Elimination of the population
component, if carried to its logical conclusion, implies the
assumption that the rate of growth of reproducible real tangible
wealth per head as the figures now show it might have been
obtained within the boundaries of 1805 and with a population
only as large as that of 1805.1 Such an assumption is, of course,
unrealistic because it entirely ignores not only the external
economies created by the increase in the size of the American
economy, but also disregards internal economies within enterprises to the extent that they are due to growth of population
rather than to an increase in demand per head or to a decline
in the number of suppliers. A study of the inter-relations between
intensive and extensive growth of R.T.W., i.e. the growth which
reflects the increase in R.T. W. per head and that which is due
simply to increase in the economic area or the density of population, is beyond the scope of this paper. Such isolation is, however, pernlissible as an analytical device, but we should not make
the mistake of imagining that an analysis of the figures for
reproducible wealth per head alone will give us an answer to
the problem of the aggregate growth of an economy's real
wealth.
Table 1 shows that the increase in real reproducible tangible
wealth per head accounted for slightly less than 40 percent of
the rate of growth of aggregate R.T.W. in current prices, and
for a little less than 50 percent of the rate of growth of aggregate
real R.T.W. for the entire century and a half. The proportion,
of course, has varied considerably within the period. In the
nineteenth century, in the absence of a pronounced trend of
prices, the increase in real wealth per head shared about equally
with the increase of the population in the growth of aggregate
wealth. In the first half of the twentieth century, on the other
hand, the growth of real wealth per head accounted for less
than one-fourth of the rate of growth of aggregate wealth in
current prices, about half of the rate of increase was attributable
to the rise in prices, the remaining one-fourth to the increase in
population. The discussion, therefore, deals with approximately
one-half of the rate of growth of total R.T.W. in the United

' This obstacle might possibly b,c o\clrome by regnrdittg the rdt; of grout11 ovet
tlte enlire pcriod as a uombtnat~otl oblalned by ltnking of growth rates o \ e r
shorter perlods for which the :irlific~altt)of llte ;~ss.unptionis lzss e\ident.
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States, but it is the half which differentiates American experience
most clearly from that of other countries during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, and from that in earlier periods in
economic history.
If the years 1805 to 1950 are treated as a single period the
average rate of growth of real R.T.W. per head is almost exactly
2 percent. In a period of such length, even substantial relative
errors in the estimates of either the starting or the terminal
values do not affect the rate of growth very much, and in this
case such an error is likely to have occurred only in the initial
estimates. We may, therefore, be reasonably confident that
within the definitions adopted here the average rate of growth
of real R.T.W. per head since 1805 has been between 1.8 and
2.2 percent, and we may even restrict the probable range from
1.9 to 2.1 percent.
TABLE 1

Distribution of Rare of Growtlz of Reproducible Tangible Wealth1
among Increase of Pop~rlation,Change in Price Level and
Growth of Real Wealth per Head
1805

to

1950

. .
Total Wealth
Population3 . . .
Wealth per head . .
Price level
Real Wealth per hiad

--

:

Total Wealth
. .
Population . . .
Wealth per head . .
Price level
,
Real Wealth pkr head .

I

1805

to

1850

1850

to

1900

/

.9
2.0
100
43
57
18
39

4.4
3.0

1.4

- .8
2.2

5.2
2.4
2.8
.3
2.5

1945

1950

1950

to

A. ANNUAL RATE OF C R O W H

5.1
2.2
2.9

1900

to

(PERCE~T)'
5.5

1.4

4.1
2.8
1.3

.

I
I
I
I
8. PERCENT OP TOTAL G R O W H RATE

100
68
32
-18
50

100
46
51
6
48

100
25
75

51

24

12.4
1.8
10.6
6.4
4.1

100
15
85
52
33

Reproducible tangible durable civilian assets after allowances for net foreign
balance.
"11 growth rates calculated from ratio between value at beginning and end
of period.
The rates of growth of the population over 15 y w s , which may be regarded
by some as a more appropriate measure of the population component, are only
slightly higher, viz.: 2.5 percent for 1805-1950; 3.2 percent for 1805-50; 2.6
percent for 1850-1900; and 1.7 percent for 1900-50.
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b. Setni-centennial and decadal rates of growth. This period
of one hundred and iifty years which from an economic point
of view constitutes almost the entire history of the United States
is, of course, too long and not sufficiently uniform to be characterized by a single rate of growth. If we wish to compromise
between periods of time extended enough to show basic forces
at work and yet not long enough to combine periods that are too
different in character, we may divide the whole span into three
segments of approximately iifty years each. This leads to the
interesting result that the semi-centennial rate of growth of
R.T.W. per head has risen, as Table 2 shows, from 2.2 percent
in the first half of the nineteenth century to 2.5 percent in the
second half, but that it has fallen sharply to 1.3 percent in the
first half of the twentieth century.'
It has already been intimated that the estimates of R.T.W.
for 1805 and 1850 may be somewhat low in comparison with
later figures. Even if we make allowance for the possible additional margin of error in the earlier figures it is unlikely that the
rate would be above 2.5 percent in the first half and 2.75 percent
in the second half of the century.
For many purposes, fifty years is too long a unit and a period
of twenty to thirty years more appropriate. Such a division into
shorter periods is not possible for 1805-50, but there is no
evidence that the rates of growth would differ much from the
semi-centennial rate of 2.2 percent. Within the second half of
the century the rate of nearly 2.5 percent for the period 1850-80
is but slightly lower than the rate for 1880-1900 of fully 2.6
percent2
'Inclusion of military assets makes no ditference for the nineteenth century,
but increases the rate for the first half of the twentieth centurv to neadv 1.5
pcrcent.
' Exciuiion of consumers' durables in:r<:!scs the dirVccrcncc: in that cnsc thc
rates Cur the 1\\o pcrtuds would bc 2.2 and 2.7 pcrcent rcspccrivcly. If Kuznels:
erum:ttcs 3rc used for the ocriod 1880 to 1900 -these zlso
~-~ eucludc
~~~-~~ consumera
durables - the absolute rate' of growth would be slightly higher for both periods
(namely, 2.6 percent for 1850-80 and 2.8 percent for 1880-1900), but the difference between them would be narrower.
'The rate of increase of real R.T.W., of 3.9 percent, excluding consumers'
durables and international assets between 1880 and 1912 -which can be derived
from Table I, Section A - may be compared with Stuvel's estimate of a 3.5
pcrcent annual increase in rhc physi-irl stock of c;lpit~Igoods for the period
1870-1913 (Delelup,,le,rl ofYuck of C,!,il~~,ilul
Guodx i,, Six Currrz~,ici;Lmpublirhcd
t>:~oernreo;lrcd for the 1949 mcctinr! ofthe Intcrn:ttion~1Association Tor Rcse3rch
inA1ncbmkand Wealth, p. 23). ~ 6 difference
e
may be due to the inclusion in
Stuvel's figure of the decade 1870-79; to the fact that Stuvel had no data for
some types of du~ablegoods; to shortcomings in the deflation procedure; or to
~

~
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That the rate of 1.3 percent is entirely unrepresentative for
the first half of the twentieth century beconxes evident when the
rates for sub-periods are calculated. For the first thirty years
the rate of 2 percent, while below that for any equally extended
part of the nineteenth century for which separate figures are
available, is nevertheless not low enough to indicate a break
in trend. From 1930 through 1945, however, not only is the
substantial rate of increase which could be observed since 1805
absent, but there is actually a decrease of 0.8 percent per year
in R.T.W. per head, a consequence of the great depression and
World War 11. This interruption of growth for a period of fifteen
years is quite without precedent in the nineteenth century. Sufficient time has not elapsed since the end of World War TI to
permit estimation of a long-term growth rate.
The figures finally permit calculation of decadal growth rates
from 1880 on, although a few of these are too much influenced
by the cyclical position of the benchmark years or by possible
errors in the estimates for the initial or terminal year to constitute measures of long-term trend.
Kuznets' estimates have indicated a substantial difference in
the rate of growth of R.T.W. per head between the 'eighties and
'nineties - about 4 percent for 1881-90 compared with 1.5 percent for 1891-1900. This difference, however, is clearly influenced
by two facts, viz.: that while 1880 and 1890 were years of
prosperity, 1900 marked a cyclical trough, and that measures
of economic activity eliminating trend are considerably higher
for the 'eighties than for the 'nineties? Whether a downward
trend in the rate of growth - in addition to the effects of the
cyclical movement - was operative during these two decades is
:my number of statist~c~l
shorruo~ningrin Sruvcl's 01. in thc prcscn: estin~nrea.
By and l ~ r g chowever,
,
the two sets of figures are cntircly compatible.
The comn~risonic less s;ltisfacton. for rhc ocriod 1919-39 for rrhich Stuvcl
calculates a^ rate of increase of 2.5 6ercent while a conce~tuallyroughly compardble rate of 1.6 pcrccnt is obmin:d from T.rble X. Thi rcnson fo; t l ~ ccubst;lntinl dilfcrcncc is not clear, but appears to bc due in part to the \*cry heavy
ucieht asiioncd bv Stuvul to road trnnsDorr fautomobiler). his rare for 311 other
cap2al gooas being only 1.1 percent. ~ence,'hisoverall i t e of 2.5 percent ma:
preferably be compared with our late of 1.9 percent including consumers
durables.
'The index of business activity of the Cleveland Trust Company averages
103 percent for 1881-90 against 99 percent for 1891-1900. (L. P. Ayres, Tu~ning
Points in Business Cycles,New York 1939, pp. 186191.) Frickey's index of manufacturing production adjusted for trend stands at 103.5 percent for the 'eighties
I
United Stotcs, 1860-1914,
against 97 percent for the 'nineties (P,odiiction ~ I tlte
Harvard U~liversityPress, 1947, p. 128). Similar indicators for the three years
1880, 1890 'and 19M)will be round in Table IX.

TABLE 2
Growth of Real Reproducible Tangible Durable Wealth per Head, U.S.A., 1805-1950
I

I

Year

3

N

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

------------P

F

7

8

9

10
II

1922

1929

1939

1945
1950

Nore.-Fisures

2,270

2,736

2,458

2,773
3,143

2,225

2,719

2,442

2,381
2,910

1,965

2,361

2,107

2,047
2,370

2.70
(7, 8)
-1.08
(8, 9)
2.03
(9, 10)
2.54
(10, 11)

2

2.01
(5, 8)
1.44
(5, 11)
0.66
(8, 11)

2.91
(7, 8)
- 1.08
(8, 9)
-0.42
(9, 10)

4.09
(10, 11)

1.28
(5, 11)
0.32
(8, 11)

2u

2.66
(7, 8)

(5%)
-1.15
(8, 9)
-0.48
(9, 10)

3
GI

0.02
(8, 11)

2.97
(10, 11)

in brackcts indicate years (line number) that delimit the interval over which the given rate of growth is calculated.

0

F

z
5

2
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not certain. If so, it was considerably less pronounced than the
visible decadal rates of growth would indicate.
During the twentieth century the decadal rates thus far have
oscillated between high values in the first, third, and as may
be expected also the fifth decades, and low rates in the second
and fourth decades - provided we do not limit ourselves to
exact calendar decades but use periods of approximately tell
years' duration and of a sufficient degree of economic unity
such as 1900-13,1914-22,1923-29,1930-45 and 1945-1950. We
do not, however, wish to attribute undue significance to these
oscillations which continue the pattern of the last two decades
of the nineteenth century. Even if this pattern were more than
fortuitous it could not be regarded as a long-term movement.
It will be seen from Table 2 that the semi-centennial rate of
growth fluctuates most when based on wealth per head in current prices and least when calculated from aggregate wealth in
current prices, and that the rates based 011 wealth per head in
1929 prices, with which most of the discussion deals, and on
total wealth in 1929 prices occupy an intermediate position.
It should also be noted that the rates of growth in current prices
have exhibited acceleration, more pronounced for per head than
aggregate values; while the rates in 1929 prices have shown
deceleration, though for per head values in an irregular fashion.
These differences, of course, reflect primarily fluctuations in the
rate of change in prices of durable tangible assets, and secondarily fluctuations in the rate of population growth.
Since the turn of the century we are also in a position to follow
fluctuations in the rates of growth of R.T.W. 011 an annual basis
(Table X). The results do not vary much from what we have
already learned from the benchmark dates. The fluctuations are,
of course, wider, viz. as shown in Table 3, from an annual rate
of growth of nearly 5 percent (1946) to a shrinkage of 4 percent
(1933). The annual fluctuations of the rate are, of course, closely
connected with (a) business cycles and (b) wars. The long-term
movement - measured, for example, by nine-year moving averages - is almost level at slightly below 2 percent, disregarding
111inor fluctuations, until the late 'twenties. There follows a deep
trough with its low in the early 'thirties, and it is only in the
late 'forties that the level of the &st quarter of the century is
reached once again.
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TABLE 3

Frequency Distribution of A~mualRate of Growth per Head
of R.T. W., it[ 1929 Prices, 1897-19501
I

I

Including
Consumers' Durables

/ '20 1

---- -----

Rate (percent)

1897
to

1929

/

33

Excluding
Consumers' Durables

Total

1950

1

21

1

54

1

33

1

21

1

54

' From Table X.
IV. STRUCTURE OP REPRODUCIBLE TANGIBLE WEALTH

1. Approaclt and data
It is probably in problems of structure that an analysis of
wealth data can contribute most to the understanding of the
process of econolnic growth in addition to what can be learned
from the figures on national income. What is desired for this
purpose are consistent estimates for the different forms of tangible assets which extend over a long period of time. These
estimates are wanted in such detail that a number of economically meaningful breakdowus can be obtained. Among tliese
the first is the comparison of reproducible with non-producible
wealth. For reproducible tangible wealth the following breakdowns are essential or desirable:
(a) By originzl length of useful life (perishable; semi-durable;
durable).
(b) By age at time of estimation.
(c) By purpose (for production or for consumers' use; civilian
or military).
(d) By industry (agriculture; manufacturing; mining; transportation; trade, etc.).
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(e) By location (in large cities; in small cities; ill open country).
(f) By origiu (imported; home produced).
(g) By ownership (by individuals; corporations; non-profit
organizations; governments; foreigners).
(h) By management (direct, indirect; local, absentee).

Ideally, of course, what is wanted is a cross-classification by
as many of these criteria as possible. However, hardly any crossclassification exists which covers all types of tangible reproducible assets, and only few one-way breakdowns are available.
In the United States the breakdown that can be constructed for
the longest period is that by purpose, which fortunately is the
one of greatest economic interest. It is possible, too, to obtain
rough classifications by original length of life. Distribution by
age is limited to a few important types of assets - residences;
machine tools; railroad equipment - and to the last few decades.
A breakdown by majorindustriesis available, or can be obtained,
for approximately one hundred years; and may even be extended to the beginning of the nineteenth century for the basic
separation of agriculture and other industries. Reasonably detailed cross-classificationsby industry and type oftangibleassets,
however, still remain to be calculated, although materials are
probably available to push such calculations back to the nineteen twenties. A good deal of data are at hand on the location
of reproducible tangible assets, but they do not seem to have
been worked up systematically. A breakdown by origin is
probably of no significance in the United States. No systematic
classification of reproducible tangible assets by owuership or
management has yet been made which would satisfy reasonable
requirements regarding completeness, consistency and extension over a sufficiently long period, although we do, of course,
know the distribution of ownership and operation in broad
terms and at a few benchmark dates for many classes of reproducible durable assets. Considerable progress probably could
be made in this field by systematic utilization of the scattered
material already available, particularly in estate tax statistics,
samples of asset holdings by individuals, and balance sheets of
corporations and other organizations.
This paper is limited to those breakdowns which can be
carried back, even if ronghly, for at least a century. Almost the
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only breakdown which can be prepared with a reasonable degree
of consistency for this period is a hybrid one, combining the
criteria of purpose and industry and distinguishing approximately a dozen types of durable tangible assets, viz. business
structures, equipment and inventories; farm structures, equipment, crop inventories and livestock; non-farm residences; farm
and non-farm durable consumer goods; government (civilian
and military) reproducible tangible assets; and foreign assets.
This classification, however, permits derivation of some of the
economically most significant breakdowns, particularly those
into reproducible tangible goods for production and for consumers' use; civilian and military wealth; and non-agricultural
and agricultural R.T.W.
The preparation of detailed and reliable figures on national
wealth will probably elude us for ever for most of the iuneteenth
century. From approximately 1880, however, full exploration
of the material available, though often badly scattered and in
need of a good deal of reworking, and requiring in many cases
the preparation of new figures from primary data, could provide
the basis for a detailed ana1ysis.l This is not attempted in this
paper, but the figures that could be assembled are regarded as
sufficient for its more limited purpose.
The basic figures used in this discussion of the changes in
structure of R.T.W. are shown in Table I both in current and
1929 prices. It is hardly necessary to stress the fact that the
estimates of individual components of R.T.W. are often affected
by arelatively largererror than the total with which Section I11has
dealt. For this reason, as wellas in order to save space and reader's
time, comments will hereafter be limited to fairly clear trends,
because minor variations are too liable to reflect imperfections
in the statistics rather than genuine changes of significance.
Probably the main bodies of organized material from which a more thorough
analysis could start are the benchmark estimates for 1880, 1890, 1900, 1912 and
1922 prepared by Kuznets on the basis of census data (National Prorlrrcf since
1869, Part IV); the author's annual estimates for 1897 to 1949, which will be
published in Vol. III of the Saving Study (preliminary figures at four-year
intervals will be found in 'A Perpetual Inventory of National Wealth' in St~rdies
in Ifzcome and Wealth, Vohmre Fourteen); and E. A. I<eller's estimates for 192233 ( A Study of Plrysid Assets. . . in the United States, Notre Dame 1939). A
good deal of material will also be found in R. R. Doane's Mensrrronent of
A~nerica~r
Weallh (New York 1933) and his Tl~eArralomy of Americarr Wealill
(New York 1940), although the derivation of many of the figures and, hence,
their reliability, cannot easily be evaluated due to insufficient description of
methods. Of the earlier literature, apart from primary material, King's Tlre
Wealth a!rdlweome of tlze People of the UrritsdStates (1915) is probably the only
study wh~chmay still be of use.
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Changes in the structure of wealth may be regarded in two
ways, as differences between rates of growth of individual components, and as changes in their share of total R.T.W. Here, too,
the discussio~lmay be based on current or 1929 values; and if
expressed in percentages of total wealth may proceed from
definitions of varying breadth, for instauce including or excluding military, foreign and semi-durable assets. In the case of rates
of growth, the figures will differ considerably depending on
whether they are based on aggregate or per head values.
Of the numerous alternative inodes of presentation we shall
choose the share of the different types of R.T.W. in current
prices, excluding military, semi-durable and subsoil assets. The
tables, however, permit readers to cast the story in terins of
practically any of the alternative approaches.
2. The share of R.T. W. in total national wealth
Before entering on a discussion of changes in the structure of
reproducible tangible wealth it inay be advisable to take a brief
look at the comparison of R.T.W. with the element of national
wealth not used in the evaluation of economic growth, i.e.
primarily the value of land and subsoil assets; and to ascertain
the relative importance of military R.T.W. which is not included
in the main tabulations.
Themoveinent of thc share of R.T.W. in total wealth - essentially the mirror image of the share of land - constitutes one of
the most consistent trends observable in this field. In 1805
R.T.W. accouiited for less than oiie-half of the national wealth
of the United States1 By 1850 its share has risen to nearly
60 p e r ~ e n tBy
. ~ the end of the century it approached 70 percent,
and at the present time R.T.W. accouiits for approxiinately
85 percent of total civilian national wealtl~.~
This movement. of

' I t is almost impossible to obi;~inan v,t~malcof t l x ~ , . ~ I u cof land for 1805
in which a re;lhon3bl: :!mount of confidellce G I I I 11: placccl. U r ~ n gUlodpet's
figures (Eco,~o~iiicn,
p. 196) for cultivaled 1;lnd (3lnilllon acxs ar S6, and 101
land ne3r cultivated arL.;ts (IS0 Inillion ;tcrcs ot 331). the value of reorodusiblc
tangible assets accounts f6r a little under one-hdf of total natioial wealth
excluding slaves, vtz., nearly $700 mjllion out of $1,460 million. If following
Blodget the 451 mllllon acres of resldual land are included and valued at $2
Der acre the share of R.T.W. declines to 30 oercent. It
seem that ~
for- eco-~would -~~
iomic analysis the land well beyond the reacliof cultivation should be disregarded
or given a rnucll lower value than Blodget gives; and that the ratio of reproaucihle
tangible assets to total wealth, comparable to later figures, may be somewhere
between 40 and 45 percent.
See Table I.
Goldsmith, 'A Perpetual Inventory of National \Vealth9 (Str~licsi,r Ineof~fe
o,td li/rolrI!,Vobmre Fo~rlee,~),
Table 1.
~

~

~

~

~~

~~
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course, is mainly a reflection of the declining importance of
agriculture in the national economy. However, it is due, too, in
part, to the increasing importance of elements which, in contrast to structures, contain no land value element, i.e. producers'
and consumers' durable equipment and international assets.
In contrast to the steady decline of the share of land in total
national wealth the share of military assets has moved very
erratically. Until 1917 military assets were of negligible size,
with the possible exception of the civil war period, and seem to
have accounted for less than one-half percent of civilian R.T.W.
Even the sharp increase during World War I raised the share to
only approximately4 percent. Depreciation on the stock accunlulated at the end of the war, together with growth of civilian
wealth, reduced the proportion to about 1 percent from the late
'twenties to the early 'forties. It is only since World War I1
that the inclusion or exclusion of military assets makes a substantial difference in the analysis of national wealth data. At
the end of 1945 reproducible tangible military assets, if valued
in the same way as civilian assets, i.e. on the basis of cumulated
depreciated expenditures adjusted for price changes, were equal
to approximately 15 percent of civilian R.T.W. By 1950 their
share had fallen to approximately 10 percent under the combined influences of depreciation in excess of additions to stock
and of a substantial increase in civilian wealth. However,
even at that level, military assets accounted for as large a
share of total R.T.W. as some of the most important civilian
categories such as inventories and government non-military
assets; and were uot much smaller than components such as
producers' or consumers' durable equipment? Since the relative
importance of military durable assets is likely to increase rather
thau decrease over the next few years, their treatment in an
analysis of national wealth will remain an important problem;
and much more reliable data than the rough guesses, which are
all that can be contrived at the present time, are urgently needed.
3. Stiuct~tralchanges withiiz R.T.W.
Returning to the changes in the structure of civilian reproducible tangible wealth, discussion will be limited to a few
If depreciation is calculated at the.ayerage rate of about IS pefcent, wh/cll
may be regarded as taking a more real~st~c
account of obsolescence m Items like
aircraft, Instead of the rate of about 10 percent used in TableQI, the share of
m~litaryR.T.W.would be educed by about one-thlrd to something l~ke7 percent
o l total R.T.W.
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striking trends, or their absence, which are fairly certain to
survive the statistical corrections wluch further research will
undoubtedly make in the material on which we now must base
our analysis.
1. The most obvious trend, of course, is the decline in the
share of agriculture. In 1805 agriculture accounted for approximately 60 percent of the country's R.T.W., even though the
proportion excludes two elements of total national wealth
which were predonlinantly used in agriculture, land and s1aves.l
By 1850 the share of agriculture in R.T.W. was still near 40
percent. By 1900it had fallen well below 20 percent, and in 1948
it had declined to not mnch more than 10 percent. This trend,
one of the most characteristic accompaniments of the process of
economic growth in any country, obviously has now almost run
its course in the United States. Indeed, mechanization in agriculture may prevent any further substantial decline in its share
in R.T.W.
These figures are based on total reproducible tangible assets
in agriculture and in the rest of the economy. The picture,
however, is not much different if the comparison is limited to
productive or business assets, i.e. if it excludes residences and
consunlers' durables. In that case the decline extends from a
little under 60 percent in 1805 to about 25 percent in 1900 and
a little over 15 percent in 1948. Thus, agriculture has held its
own somewhat better within the business economy than within
the entire economy, and the difference reflects chiefly the iucreasingimportancein terms of R.T.W. of non-farm consumers'
holdings and of the government.
Two movements within agriculture are worth mentioning.
The first is the increase in the importance of livestock in the
nineteenth century, rising from approximately oneseventh of all
reproducible business assets of agriculture in 1805 to about
one-third in 1850 and 1900, but falling back to approximately
one-quarter by 1948; the second, the mechanization during the
twentieth century reflected in the increase of the share of equipment in total reproducible business assets from approximately
one-tenth in 1900 to over one-quarter in 1948.
2. In contrast to the declining share of agriculture, non-farm
business structures and equipment (i.e. buildings, machinery
and rolling stock of industry, trade, railroads and utilities) have

' The percentages used in this section ale from Table I, Sectlon B.
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gained considerably in importance within R.T.W. at least over
the period as a whole. From a share of one-seventh in 1805 they
rose to over one-fourth in 1850, and by 1900 had come to
represent approximately one-third of total R.T.W. The interesting point is that the share of business structures and equipment
did not continue to increase after 1900 -indeed the peak may
already have been reached by about 1880 - but declined slowly
during the twentieth century, falling back to a share of not over
one-fourth by 1948. It is in this field more than anywhere else
that further breakdowns by type of asset and by industry are
needed for an understanding of trends. The first step in this
direction, the separation of structures from equipment, can be
made rather easily, but what is more essential is a breakdown
of all the figures by industry.
A look at Table I will show that the decline in the combined
share of business structures and equipment siilcc 1900 has been
limited to business structures, i.e. commercial and factory buildings. The proportion of producers' durable fixed and movable
equipment appears to have remained stable since the turn of the
century, which is less than one might have expected in an age of
mechanization. Two possible explanations suggest themselves.
The first is that the building of the railroads -all in all the most
prodigious non-military user of capital in concentrated doses
in economic history - was mainly completed by 1900.Thesecond
explanation is that the price of machinery and equipment rose
less than that of the other main components of R.T.W. A
reflection of this change in price relationships is visible in part
D of Table I, calculated in 1929 prices, where the share of
equipment rises from 1900 to 1948 by 2.3 percentage points or
by one-quarter, colirpared to an increase of only 1.4 percentage
points or by one-seventh in part B, based on current prices.
This, moreover, is only a continuation of the trend which is
visible during the period from 1880 to 1900 if Kuznets' estimates
are used. During that period the share of producers' durable
equipment rises by 5.4 percentage points, or over two-thirds,
if the calculations are made in 1929 prices; against an illcrease
of only 3.1 percentage points, or less than one-third, in current
prices. The deflators used in deriving these figures proably
understate the relative drop in the cost of equipment. If we had
indices making full allowance for the improvement in the efficiency of machinery psr dollar of outlay, the increase in thc
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share of business equipment would probably be even more
pronounced than it now appears in Section D of Table I.
During the nineteenth century the rise in the proportion of
producers' durable structures and equipment is, of course,
spectacular, though it is not yet possible to separate the two
components. It is fairly certain that non-agricultural producers'
equipment accounted for considerably less than 10 percent of
R.T.W. in 1805, and for not much more than 10 percent in
1850. Moreover, a large part of the total at that time was represented by sailing ships which alone represented about 6 percent
of all R.T.W. in 1805 and 3.5 percent in 1850, while they had
become almost insignificant by 1880. Other producers' durable
equipment, therefore, can have accounted only for a few percent
of R.T.W. in 1805. Even in 1850 it probably represented not
more than 5 percent, although no direct evidence is available.
By 1880 the share had reached 10 percent, approximately the
level it has maintained since.
3. Inventories, the third main component of reproducible
tangible non-farm business assets, present a rather puzzling
picture, possibly due to statistical shortcomings in the estimates
now available. That the figures show inventories to have fallen
during the nineteenth century compared to other fixed assets,
viz. from about equality with business structures and equipment to a level of approximately one-third of them in 1900, is,
of course, only what one would expect in a period of change
from handicraft and small trade to large-scale manufacturing,
transportation and distribution. Beginning with 1900, however,
there apparently has been no substantial change in the relationship, particularly no decline in the value of inventories compared
to that of business structures and equipment, as one might have
expected if the tendencies toward 'hand-to-mouth' buying, so
much discussed in the twenties, had been operating during the
entire period. Apparently, however, there were sufficient counteracting forces at work to prevent a substantial decline in the
size of non-farin inventories compared to fixed reproducible
business assets.l
In proportion to total R.T.W. non-ag~~icultural
inventories
have not changed much in size during the entire period of one

' Any test of the extent and duration of the 'hand-to-mouth' bu@g moye~nentwould, of course, have to be based on a compnriso~~
between ~nventorles
and sales rather than between inventories and fixed assets to which the text is
necessarily limited.
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hundred and forty-five years, with the exception of the bulge
observable in the figures from 1880 to 1900 wluch may well be
due, in whole or in part, to differences in the method of estivnati0n.l A slight downward trend is evident, but more adequate
estimates and closer examination is required before we will be
in a position to attribute ecouonuc significance to this apparent
movement in the figures.
4. A clear and obvious trend again is shown by the share of
government (including non-profit institutions). During the nineteenth century, for which the estimates are extremely rough,
the increase appears to have been slow. Withill the total, the
share of the government alone probably increased more rapidly,
since that of non-profit institutions - particularly churches - is
likely to have declined rather thau to have risen. However,
during the twentieth century, the trend has been sharply upward,
even if military assets are excluded. In the civilian sphere alone
the share of government (and non-profit institutions) increased
from 6 percent in 1900 to 11 percent in 1948. Again the increase
in the share of government alone, and particularly in that of the
Federal government, was somewhat sharper than the overall
ratios indicate because the share of non-profit institutions may
be assumed to have continued a slow decline."ven if allowance
is made for this shift the inroads made by government ownership appear mnucl~less striking in the statistics than may be
expected. The picture changes, at least for the last few years,
if account is talcen of the durable military assets of the government. If these are included, the government's share in R.T.W.
now amounts to approxin~atelyone-quarter, four times as high
as it was at the turn of the century.

' Kuznets' figures for 1880 to 1900 were derived on the assumption that
inventories equalled six-months' outpot, a ratio obtained by reducing- by what
criteria it is not quite evident - the similar assumption of nine-months' output
made by the Bureau of the Census, which indeed has not much to recommend
itself and apparently produces much too high figures for inventories (Natio~tal
Pmdcid sirrce 1869, p. 228). The estimates for IYOOB and later years, on the
other hand, are derived by less summary methods, and may be assumed to
bear a somewhat closer relationship to the values at which inventories wers
actually canied in the balance sheets of business enterprises. The figures used
for 1805 to 1850 are of course, of the roughest, as a look at their methods of
derivation explained'in the notes to Table IV, line 6, and Table V, line 16, will
show.
a On the Government's share, see Fabricant, 'Government-owned Nonmilitary Capital Assets since 1900' (Slztdies in Inconzc orid Wealth, Volume T~velve,
p. 535). Fabricant's ratios arc quite close to those shown in Table I, Section B,
up to 1939; that his figure for 1946 IS considerably higher seems to be partly
due to inclusion of war plants and wartime merchant vessels which in this Study
have been classified with milita~vassets.
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5. We now turn to the last of the main groups of economic
units, the consumers. Since the turn of the century, when reasonably satisfactory data are available, the share of consumers'
durable reproducible assets, i.e. residences and consumers'
durables, appears to have remained, with only little change, at
slightly above two-fifths of total R.T.W. In the course of the
nineteenth century their share declined during the first half, but
recovered the loss during the second half. Both movements
have not been very sharp, though substantial if the figures of
Table I, Section A, can be trusted. Within the total, of course,
the share of non-farm consumers has risen throughout the entire
period and that of farmers has declined.=
Perhaps more significant than the stability in the total is the
fact that the share of residential structures has shown a slight
decline since the beginning of the century while the share of
consumers' duiables has shown a substantial increase. This
movement, which occurred mainly during the first thirty years
of the century, is primarily due to the introduction of the automobile. The share of other consumers' durables taken as a
whole has not risen between 1900 and World War 11. Increascs
in mechanical equipment, such as refrigerators, washing machines
and radios, apparently have been offset by declines in furniture
and house furnishings. During the nineteenth century the share
of consumers' durables very likely increased somewhat, but the
rise seems to have been neither spectacular nor consistent, and
there are not enough reliable data to say much about the dating
and the size of the movement.
6. Another clear and well-known trend appears in the movement of the share in net international assets, i.e. the excess of
investments abroad over and above foreign investments in the
United States.
Until World War I foreigners on balance had a claim to part
of the wealth of the United States. Their share, however, declined
rapidly from one-seventh of R.T.W. in 1805Vo 7 percent in

' These statements 31e blscd in par1 on 3 very rough division of tolal f3mm
suucturcs, as shown in Table 1, into f ~ r mr c s i d e n ~2nd f ~ r mservice buildings.
For the ocriod hs 3 uholc e ~ c hof thrre two c:!lccorles n n o c ~ r slo h:ne ~ c c ~ u n t e d
for aboit one-half of the total, hut the proportion of farm residences seems to
have increased slightly -possibly from about 40 percent in the beginning of
the period (King's estimates, op. cir., p. 256) to 60 percent at its end (Census of
1930, the only one in which the two types of structures are separated) - and that
of farm service buildings to have declined correspondingly.
a These ratios are somewhat too high, particularly in the early part of the
period, because a part, though a declining one, of foreign investments in the
United States consisted of land which is not included in the denominator(R.T.W.).
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1850 and to ollly 2 percent in 1912. The upheaval of World
War I reversed the balance even if all loans made by the United
States government to its allies are disregarded. By 1922 net
international assets added approximately 3.5 percent to R.T.W.
of the United States. Thus there was a shift in the net balance
of international assets of nearly 20 percent of total R.T.W.
witlun a little more than one century.
If the United States had been limited to domestic saving, the
growth of national wealth would certainly have been slower
until near the cnd of the nineteenth century. To what extent
unavailability of foreign capital would have retarded that
growth it is impossible to say. It is reasonable to assume, however, that the effects would have been larger than might be
inferred from the fact that on balance less than 5 percent of the
total increase in durable tangible wealth of the United States
during the nineteenth century was provided by capital imports
from abroad (whether taken on a gross or uet basis) because
these imports were concentrated in crucial areas of growth,
and particularly because without them the development of the
American railroad system, probably the main economic achievement of the second half of the nineteenth century, would have
been slowed down con~iderably.~
Net foreign assets reached their highest level, both absolutely
and relatively, in 1929 when they accounted for approximately
4 percent of total national wealth. Declines in American investments abroad and increases in foreign claims, chiefly of a shortterm nature, reduced the balance to almost the vanishing point
in the 'thirties. Capital exports after Wodd War I1 have not
been insignificant, but they have been unable to restore net
foreign investments, in 1929 prices, to their peak level reached
twenty years ago and in proportion to total reproducible wealth
have left them still at a substantial distance from the peak of
1929. International capital movements thus seem to have been
but a very minor factor in the economic growth of the United
'In evaluating the contribution of the rest of the world to the economic
growth of the United States account must, of course, he taken not only of
capital imports but also of immigration and of the effects of international trade,
even to the extent that imports are balanced by exports. Indeed, it is likely that
the international exchange of goods and the supply of a large number of immigrants, a good part of the cost of raising whom until productive age being borne
by their native countries, made a greater contribution to this country's economic
development in the nineteenth century than was made by foreign investments in
the United States.
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States during the last twenty years. This does not mean that
they have not been, at certai~~
times and for certai~icountries,
of prime importance for economic growth abroad.
V. S O M ~INTERPRETATIONS~

1. Contributio~~
of R.T.W.estimates to analysis of economic
gro bvth
What specific contribution to the analysis of economic growth
can the estimates of R.T.W. make? In particular, what can they
tell us that we cannot learn equally well from estimates of gross
or net national product2
(a) It is a basic advantage of R.T.W. figures that they reflect
not only what happens currently, but also what happened in
the past that is still economically r e l e ~ a n t .While
~
national
income statistics distinguish at best between non-durable, semidurable and durable goods, they say nothing about the length
of life of durables, the average of which may vary greatly either
because of changes in the durable product mix or of changes in
the useful life of the same types of durables. Yet it makes a good
deal of difference in the character of economic growth whether
gross investment over louger period takes the form chiefly of
relatively short-lived assets (inventories and equipment), or longlived ones (structures). Estimates of R.T.W. automatically take
account of length of life of durables and changes therein. They
thus provide, in themselves, when expressed in constant prices,
a summary of economic growth.
(b) Economic growth is determined to a good extent by the
production function of the economy as a whole and of its main
sectors. These functions can be determined only by a combination of output data and of data on invested capital. The latter

' Apologies arc in order for tllc rouglt nnttlre of this section, its somcwl~at
unsystcmntic prcscnt;~tion,und the obvious iact that not all problems miling for
discussion arc co\,crcd. Caught bctaccn tltc [ n o diracrccablc altcmntiv<s of
including only a vcly rough ;;nd impcrfcct vcrbion of 11;s section or omitting it
altogether, I havc clioscn thc first one. 1 have done so not only in order to
comolrle the oanrr. at least forniallv: but also bec3uc .
same
of
thc~
.~
.-'orablcmr
- ~
~
raisid in this &ciioiare of a rather difficult nature. have been relativelv ne~lected.
and apply almost equally to countries other than the United states.-It iishoped
that the present preliminary version will at least provide a starting point for
further discussion.
%.Thisproblem is very similar to,the broader question of the contribution of
natlonal wealth estimates when natlonal Income figures are available, on which
see Goldsmith in Studies in I ~ ~ c o narid
~ e Weairlr, Volrtme Tsvelve, pp. 73-79.
That is, after all, essentially what remaining original cost adjusted for price
changes measures.
~~~

~~~

~

~

~
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are identical for the entire nation with R.T.W. used in production. Even for individual sectors they are largely dependent
upon the estimates from which R.T.W. is built up.
(c) One of the most important aspects of economic growth
is the distribution of economic benefits and of economic potential created by the process of growth among the members of the
community. While the distribution of benefits can often be
adequately studied from income data of different groups, economic potential or economic power is generally much more
adequately described by the distribution of wealth, both tangible
and illtangible. However, even benefits may not be adequately
reflected in national income statistics due to the difficulties of
imputing the use-value of durable goods used directly by consumers. Here a more adequate picture is obtained from data on
changes in the stock of durable goods held by consumers.
(d)If economic growth were a smooth process we would have
much less need or use for R.T.W. figures provided good data
were available on national income and product. But estimates
of R.T.W. become very valuable and sometimes indispensable
in the evaluation of interruptions in economic growth.
The most important examples of this function of R.T.W.
figures are provided, on the one hand, by sudden changes in the
foundations of economic growth caused by war, and on the
other hand by the slow erosion through failure to 'keep capital
intact'. If figures only on real national income were available,
we probably would over-estimate the influence of wartime dislocations not accompanied by widespread physical de~truction.~
On the other hand, we might under-estimate the effect of destruction if offset by a deficiency of replacement compared to capital
consumption. Similarly we would probably under-estimate the
adverse effects of depressions or periods of long drawn-out
economic decline, particularly to the extent that there is failure
to make good current consumption of durable consumer goods
on which no depreciation is figured in the national income
accounts.
(e) A significant characteristic of econonlic growth - though
one less clear-cut than is often imagined - is the relative importance of durables to be employed in further production or to
be used directly by consumers. This relationship is best studied

' I have in mind here the experience of some occupied countries during and
immediately after World War 11.
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by an examination of R.T.W. data on the stock of these two
categories of durable assets and the changes in them.
(f) The position of government in the economy is for many
purposes better reflected in the share of total R.T.W. and main
components which it owns than in the proportion of national
income which the government absorbs through taxes and borrowing.
(g) Estimates of R.T.W., particularly if expressed in constant
prices, are much less affected by short-term fluctuations than
are national income figures. Hence, there is much less danger in
the use of benchmark estimates of R.T.W. in measuring economic growth during the interval than in basing similar calculations on national income for selected years.
(A) Use of R.T.W. has considerable advantages over national
product or income in comparing economic growth between
countries where difference in the scope of market and nonmarket activities are of importance. In such cases, particularly
relevant in the comparison between industrial and pre-industrial
communities, it is very difficult to adjust national income figures
either by elimination in the country with the more developed
market economy or by imputation in the less developed country.
A comparison of estimates of R.T.W., on the other hand, is not
affected by these difficulties. For this comparison it does not
matter whether the baking oven or the laundry equipment is
owned and operated by the family, the village community or by
a separate business enterprise. These tangible goods enter
R.T.W. at the same amount, provided we follow the principle of
calculating R.T.W. by means ofthe cumulation and thedepreciation of expenditures on durable assets, irrespective of forms of
ownershipandmethodsof operation. Suchestimates of R.T.W., in
other words, are much more invariant to differences and changes
in social organization than the usual national income figures.
(i) Finally, it sometimes is possible to measure economic
growth by comparing R.T.W. at benchmark dates for periods
where no estimates of national income exist or where those that
do exist are unreliable.
An interesting example of this situation is provided by the
U.S. before 1869. The only estimate of national income now
available1 indicates the virtual absence of any increase in real
I R. 1:. Martin, N o l i o , , o l l ~ ~ c u ~
i,ri ~
rhr
c U.S., 1799-193S, New York 1939.1,. 14.
Sce critical discu\sion o f these rstirnates by Professor Kuznuts on pp. 221-239 o f
[Itis volun~e,
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income per head between 1799 and 1849. The fact that, according to Table 2, R.T.W. per head in constant prices increased by
175 percent between 1805 and 1850 strongly suggests that something is seriously wrong with this estimate of national income.
The difference between the two rates of growth - 0.2 percent
for real national income and 2.2 percent for real R.T.W. per
head- cannot be attributed to more than a small extent to
possible errors in the estimates of R.T.W., and it is difficult to
visualize how R.T.W. per head could have all but trebled while
real income remained virtually stable for half a century.l
2. The labour equivalent of R.T. W.
To this point we have limited the discussion to the current
values of R.T.W. or to their equivalent in 1929 prices obtained
by reduction by means of indices of the price level. There is,
however, another important aspect of the estimates, viz. their
equivalent in hours of labor. R.T.W. existing at any one time
may be regarded as the stock of labor which has gone into its
production allowing, of course, for that proportion of the
original labor input which has been offset by depreciation. From
this point of view the contribution of reproducible structures
and equipment to R.T.W. is regarded as an indirect contribution of labor; and labor is also credited with non-reproducible
resources embodied in the stock of R.T.W. Such an approach
is familiar not only from Marxist economics (values as 'congealed labor'); but is also quite in line with classical as well as
modern theory, exemplified by the work of Pigou, Keynes and
their followers, wherever the analysis is cast in real rather than
in monetary terns.
In a 'closed economy R.T.W. per head in constant prices at
any one point of time depends on the following seven factors:"
(a) The proportion of total population which is in the labor
force.

' Martin's figures were still used quite recently by Clark, even though with
obvious misgivings, in his evaluation of the long-term trend in productivity in
the U.S. (Review of Eco,~omicProgress, March 1951, p. 4), an example of the
almost irresistible urge to utilize whatever figures are available on a significant
economic quantity. The opinion may be ventured that the rate of increase in
real national income per head during the first half of the nineteenth century
will be found, if and when reasonably reliable figures are developed, to be closer
to the level of 2.2 percent indicated by the comparison of R.T.W. at the beginning
and the end of the period than to the 0.2 percent of Martin's estimates.
The selection and description of the factors has been made wit11 an eye on
statlstlcal verificatlon.
T
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(b) The average number of hours of work.
(c) The ratio of average hours in the economy at large and
in the industries which produce durable assets.
(d) The proportion of the work day of the average member of
the labor force devoted to the production of durable
assets, i.e. the gross capital formation ratio in terms of
labor input.
(e) The average output per hour of labor in terms of the
basic price level underlying the calculations.
(f) The ratio of productivity in the economy at large and in
the industries producing durable assets.
(g) The average life of durables.

,

Under static conditions R.T.W. will be equal to total output
(gross national product) multiplied by one half the average life
of total output; or, what comes to the same thing, to the output
of durable assets multiplied by one-half their average life. When
some or all the factors which determine R.T.W. per head change
over time the relationships become more complicated. In that
situation a rough estimate of the movement of each of the factors
is necessary to derive the changes in R.T.W. per head in constant
prices and to understand the relationship between the factors
which influence it.
For the one hundred and @ty years covered in this paper the
movements of the factors are accurately known in not a single
case. For a few of the factors fairly reliable information, however, is available for part of the period, and for most of the
other factors rough estimates can be made, at least as to the
direction and order of magnitude of the movement. We know,
for instance, that the proportion of the population in the labor
force has increased, but only very slowly; that hours of labor
have fallen considerably, the rate of decline over the period as
a whole amounting to about 0.3 percent per year, concentrated
nlostly during the last one hundred years; and that output per
man-hour has increased considerably, and probably over the
entire period, the average rate of growth being in the neighbourhood of 1.5 to 2 perce11t.l We n ~ a yalso assume that hours of
work in the industries which produce durable assets have
See Clark, Review of Ecorro,nrc Prqgress, March 1951; Kendrick, 'National
Productivity and its Long-term Projectlon' (to be published in Stt,d!dres in Inconre

RJKI IVealtlt, VolftnieF,fiee,r).
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declined approximately in the same proportion as in the rest
of the non-agricultural economy. Practically nothing is known
abont differences in the trend of productivity in the industries
which produce durable goods and the trend in the economy as
a whole, but there are enough factors working in both directions
to justify the preliminary assumption that the ratio has not
been far from unity, though any deviation probably has been
in the direction of slower increase in the durable goods. The
most important single component of investment, construction,
apparently lagged considerably compared with the increase in
productivity in the economy as a whole. On the other hand,
other components, such as industrial machinery and automotive vehicles, are the product of industries in which the rise
in productivity seems to have been well above the average. I1
also appears from the data on the ratio of capital formation
to national product that the proportion of hours of work
devoted to the production of durable goods has not changed
much in the long run, although it may have increased slightly
during the earlier part of the period - i.e. from the first to the
second half of the nineteenth century- and declined during
the later part? This leaves the average life of durables, abont
which there is hardly any information. A study of the distribution of capital formation does not point to conspicuous changes.
If a change had taken place one would assume that it was downward because producers' equipment and consumers' durables,
which have gained in inlportatlce over the period, have a shorter
average life than residential buildings or business structures.
These consideratiol~sare highly speculative. They lead, howEstimates are avaailble only beginning with 1869 (Kuznets, Nnrio,rnlP,arlrrcf
sitrcc 1869, Part 11).
In evaluat~nglong-term changes in the ratio it should be kept in mind that thc
available estimates of capital formation omit a substantial part of capital formation in agriculturc, viz. the excess of a large part of expenditures on soil clearing
and soil improvement over soil deterioration. Since the share of agriculture in
the economy of the U:S. has been declining, the onlission is more important
for the nineteenth than the twentieth century. Allowance for these forms of
capital formation would then accentuate the decline in the ratio of capital formalion to national product from the second half of the nineteenth to the first half
of the twentieth century, but it would partly offset the probable increase between
the first and the second half of the nineteenth century provided the ratio of
omitted compared to recorded capital expenditures had remained stable. Actually
the ratio may be assumed to have declined over the nineteenth century, which
would accentuate the movements just described. Appropriate adjustments would
then raise the national capital formation ratios, but might well make it look
Inore level through the nineteenth century than it now appears. This probably
would emphasize the decline during the twentieth century if otherwise the estimates now in use - which I believe to be generally on the lou,side - are accepted.
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ever, to one conclusiou which is of significanceif ally confidence
c m be placed in what has becn set forth regarding direction and
order of magnitude of the factors which determine the labor
equivalent of R.T.W. per head. This is the conclusion that
quantitatively the increase in output per hour of labor, i.e. the
growth of productivity in the economy at large, has been the
main determinant of the rate of growth of R.T.W. per head in
constant prices; and that if it were not for this factor R.T.W.
per head in constant prices would have declined over the last
one hundred and fifty years?
Fortunately, we are not entirely dependent on such indirect
argumentation if we want to study the trend of the labor equivalent of R.T.W. per head. Yet we are not so favored as to have a
reasonably reliable direct statistical measure of the amount of
labor embodied at various points of time in the stoclc of R.T.W.
Having derived estimates of the current value of R.T.W. per
head at approximately a dozen benchmark dates between 1805
and 1950 we may, of course, divide those figures by the average
hourly rate of wages prevailing at these dates. Because of limitations of data this calculation must, however, be restricted to the
non-agricultural sector of the economy. Results even then are
not the same as accurate measures of the hours of labor embodied in non-agricultural R.T.W. The first and simpler reason
is that the statistical material on wage rates is very inadequate
for the entire nineteenth century with the result that the rough
estimates that must be used are affected by a substantial margin
of error which increases the similar margill in the estimates of
the current value of R.T.W. Secondly, division of the current
value of R.T.W. per head at one point of time by the hourly
rate of wages prevailing at the same point cannot give the same
result as the cumulation and depreciation of the labor equivalent
of the output of durable goods on an annual basis, if the ratio
between hourly wages and prices of durable goods changes.
If we remember these difficulties Table 4 inay be regarded as
broadly confirmii~g our deductions, though it may modify
them in a few instances. The labor equivalent of R.T.W. per
'The second part of the co~iclusionmay be regarded as an imvermissible
irolnrion of onc of scvernl inlcrrelared fdctok. UnlcG produc~iviryIlad incrr;tscd
so s1r:kingly hours oflabor \i'ould have declined less, ifnr all, and the propurrion
of the Donulation in the labor for:.: michr hnvc inc~e.licdmore: on the other
hand, ihecavital formation ratio might Lave declined more. ~ e n i nothing
e
can
o r should b i s a i d about the rate of growth of real R.T.W. per head iT the trend
of productivity had been considerably different from what it actually has bcen.
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head outside of agriculture, measured in hours of labor, shows
as expected a small decline over the period as a whole. There is,
however, a substantial bulge from 1880 to 1929 which at its
peak apparently carried R.T.W. per head in hours of labor to
approximately 40 percent above the level of the first half of the
nineteenth century. This movement probably reflects primarily
an increase in the capital formation ratio. It is, of course,
possible that the rise is partly the result of an increase in the
average life of durables or a more rapid increase of productivity
in the industries which produce durable goods than in the economy as a whole. Because we have no quantitative reliable
information on these points we must, for the moment, rest
content to observe their joint result. Beginning with 1900, and
possibly even beginning with 1880, the labor equivalent of
R.T.W. per head has been declilling. Allocation of the decline
to the various factors which may have caused it is not possible
for this period either. It would appear, however, that the two
main factors responsible for the decline were a moderate reduction in the rate of capital formation1 and a decrease in the average life of durables which reflects the increasing importance of
consumers' durables and of machinery and equipment relative
to construction.
While most of the factors affecting the movement of R.T.W.
per head cannot at the present be disentangled, it is possible
to show separately the effect of one important determinant not reflected in the figure of R.T.W. per head in terms of hours
of labor - namely, the length of the work week or the work
year. It then appears from column 5 of Table 4, that R.T.W. per
head in terms of labor shows an increasing trend over the period,
rising from somewhat less than 1.5 years in the first half of the
nineteenth century to 2.25 years from 1880 to 1929, but falling
to 1.75 years in 1948 if military assets are excluded, and to about
2 years if military assets are included. The differences between
the movements in R.T.W. per head in terms of years of labor

'

I t is acll to keep in mind that the rnlio of cxpiral fornution rclcvnnt in l h ~ r
connection is rile weigl~tedaverage over the usrful life of thc dini'rent typcs or
durable ass2ts. \+h'en coliioarine the rare ofcirdtill formation rr,lcvzrnl lo nllion31
wealth in 1948 and 1929. for instance, one m<st take into account in the case of
machinery the capit;ll formation r.ltio.; prevailing i n the years 1937 througll 1948
:~ndl Y l Y through 1929 respectively, and for rcs~dcnrial:onclruction those i n 111;
ocr~odsof 1899 rhrauah 1948 atid 1880 throuah 1929 re,n:ctivclv. if a ~ l s e f i ~ l
rife of 12 and 50 years is assumed for these t<o types of'durabld assets. T h ~ s
explains why the average capital formation ratio relevant to R.T.W. of 1948
is substantially lower than that applicable for 1929, 1900 and 1880.
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TABLE 4

The Labor Equivalent of R.T. W.per Head
(excluding Agriculture)
R.T.W.
per Head

Average
Hourly Wage

R.T.W. per Head

Year

S

1805-1948: Obtai~?edby dividing estimates of no"-agricultural R.T.W.,
~ncludmgconsumers' durables but d~sregardlngnet forelgn
balance (col. 17 of Table l), by number of non-farm population. Farm population estimates from 1850 are from Progress
,,fFarnz Mechanization (U.S.D.A. Miscellaneous Publication
No. 630, October 1947,) p. 5, using 1945 figure for 1948;
that for 1805 1s a rough estimate. .
Col
1805: Derived from Blodget's estimate of the average daily wage
in five cities of 82 cents (Eco~to,,,ica,pp. 142-43), on assumption of a work day of approximately 12 hours.
1850, 1880, Obtained by multiplying the value for 1900 by non-agriand 1929: cultural wage index of B.L.S. (Montlrly Labor Review,
September 1933, p. 632).
1900: Douglas' estimate of average hourly earnings in all industries (Historical Statistics of the United Stares, Washington,
1949, p. 67).
1948: Obtained by multiplying 1929 value by index calculated,by
methods and from sources used by Clark (Econo,neh?ca,
Vol. 17, 1949, p. 119).
Col. 3. 1805-1900: Obtained by multiplying 1929 value by index derived from
co1. 2.
1929: Clark, loe. cif.
1948: Derived from same n~ethodsand from same sources as used
bv Clarlt.
Col. 4. 1805-1948: Col. I divided by col. 3.
Col. 5. 1805-1948: Values of col. 4 divided by rough estimates of standard
number of hours per year, excluding agriculture. These were
based on the assumption of a work week of 72 hours in 1805;
69 hours in 1850; 62 hours in 1880; 57 hours in 1900; 51
hours in 1929 and 45 hours in 1948, all except the values for
1805 (rough estimate) and 1948 (miscellaneous sources)
taken or approximated from Dewhurst, J. F.,and Associates,
America's Needs and Resoru.ccs (New York, 1947), p. 695;
and 52 work weeks per year.
Col
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and in terms of hours of labor, of course, are nothing but a
reflection of the declining trend of hours per week, the much
smaller and much more recent tendency for the work year to
decline in terms of work weeks, due to the spread of paid and
unpaid vacations, having been ignored.
Another, and possibly a simpler way of testing these deductions is to compare the rate of growth of R.T.W. per head in
1929 prices with calculations of the growth of 'productivity',
i.e. output per man-hour in stable prices.l Table 2 indicates an
average rate of growth of R.T.W. per head of approximately
2 percent for the entire period from 1805 to 1950 and one of
approximately 1.5 percent for the seventy years prior to 1950.
Estimates of productivity can be compiled with some degree
of confidence only for the period after 1869 since there are no
sufficiently reliable figures of national income before that date.
For the period 1880 to 1950 the average rate of growth of
output per man-hour in stable prices amounted to 1.8 percent
per year.2 The rise in productivity seems to have been particularly rapid in the decade before 1880, and may also have been
fairly high from about 1850 to the Civil War. Since productivity
probably rose at a less rapid rate in the fifty years prior to 1850
it is unlikely that the average rate of increase of output per
man-hour for the entire period of one hundred and fifty years
will deviate much from 1.75 percent or will exceed 2 percent.
The rate of increase of output per head of the population is
only slightly - about 0.25 per cent - lower than that of output
per man-hour because the effects of the decrease in the lcngth
of the work week and of the increase in the participation in the
labor force partly offset each other. Thus, the rate of growth
of R.T.W. per head in 1929 prices of 2 percent seems to have
been 0.25 to 0.5 percent higher than the rate of growth of output
per head of the population for the period 1805 to 1950 taken as
a whole. During the second half of the period for which the
figures are more reliable, productivity (output per man-hour)
appears to have increased slightly more rapidly than civiliati

' This comparison covers the entire econonly, not only the non-agricrltural
sector ltke the preceding comparison.
T h i s f i g ~ r eis obtained both by usingClnrk'scalcul31io~s(Roie~vofEco,,o~nic
Prorrcss. March 1951. D. 3): or bv slarlinc from Kuzncts revised ;!nnuol I~EUICS
( ~ n n u a Estimates
l.
07~ k o n a lProduci,
1869-1949, unpublished ~ a 6 o n a l
Bureau of Economic Research memorandum). Kendrick's estimate is somewhat
higher,, yielding a rate of 2.1 percent for the period 1900-50, the average for
which IS probably slightly below that for 1880-1950.
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R.T.W. per head, the difference being of the order of less than
0.25 percent per year. We know that the length of the work
week declined at a rate of about 0.5 percent per year since
about 1850, but that the participation in the labor force increased at the rate of approximately 0.25 percent. Hence the
rate of growth of real R.T.W. per head apparently again exceeded that of output per head by between 0.25 to 0.5 percent
a year. It is as yet impossible to say with any degree of confidence to what extent changes in the rate of capital formation,
in the relative productivity in the industries which produce
durable goods, in the average life of durables, and in the relative
prices of durable and non-durable goods have contributed to
this result. Such an analysis may confirnl the expected decline in
R.T.W. per head in terms of labor, or it may lead to a different
evaluation of the trend in some of the factors which determine
the labor equivalent of R.T.W.
3. National capital coefficients
The quantitativerelation between national wealth and national
income, cast in one form or another, has after long neglect
recently become a subject of extended discussion? In that situation and in the absence of useable estimates of national income
of the United States prior to 1869, we may limit this section to
a few comments on the ratio of real R.T.W. to net national
product for the last half-century on an annual basis, a comparison not previously possible because of lack of annual estimates
of R.T.W.
Table 5 shows four national capital coefficient^.^ The one set

' For a theoretical treatment, see Harrod, To~varrlro Dy~~omicEcottomics
(London, Macmillan, 19481, Section 111; Domar, 'Capital Expansion, Rate of
Growth, and Employnlent' (Econornetrica, Vol. 14, 1946, pp. 13747): and 'The
Problem of Caoital Accumulation' lAnterican Eco,totnic Review. Vol. XXXVIII.
1948, up. 777-1941. The problem is'treated both theoreticallv 6nd in terms of
statistical data available for the United States in considerabledetail in Fellner's
paper 'Long-term Projections of Private Capital Formation: The Rate of Growth
and Capital Coefficients' (to be published in Studies in I,!co,,rc and Wcaltl~,

,,",.."," C;r,""..,

with a more detailed descril~tfonof the method;used are intendA foLinJusion
in Vol. 111 of the Saving Study. The estimates of net national product are based
from 1929 on, on the Department of Commerce's figures for gross national
nroduct in 1939 orices iSrdrvev o f Crme,,t Btsi,te.r.r. Januarv 1951).
-- - ,and
~ for
ihe earlier part of'the pehod o; an unpublishedse;i6; by ~t&ets.

.

~
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is based on a comparison of total civilian R.T.W. with real net
national product, while the other is limited to structures and
producers' equipment and, therefore, excludes consumers' durable goods, inventories, monetary gold and silver, and net
foreign balances. In both cases average as well as marginal
coefficients are shown.
Probably the most interesting fact emerging from this table
is the absence of any pronounced trend in the average national
coefficient, either 011 the broader or the narrower concept, for
the period 1897 to 1929.l What fluctuations are shown in the
TABLE 5

National Capital Coeficients: 1897 to 1950

I

Year

/

I

Average
Coefficients
Total
R.T.W.

I
I

Structures
and
Producers'
Equipment

1

I
I

Marginal
coefficients
Total
R.T.W.

1
I

Structures
and
Producers'
Equipment

' According to Fellner's calculations, based on Kuznets' decadal estimates,
the overall capital coefficient showed a moderate upward trend from a little
over 3 in the 'seventies to nearly 3.5 at the turn of the century.
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TABLE 5 - conri,~ried
Average
Coefficients
Year

I--

Marginal
Coefficients

Total

R.T.W.

Structores
and
Ploducers'
Equipment

Total
R.T.W.

Structures
and
Producers'
Equipnient

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

ratio appear to reflect mainly the cyclical movements of real net
national product. When comparison is limited to years of full
employment, it is difficult to detect any movement in the ratio.
For such years the broader ratio remains close to 32, and the
narrower ratio to 2i times net national pr0duct.l

life'that for this vurpos< can be regarded as zero; about I5 percent of s e G duldblcs with an average lifcof two years: and 10 tu 15 percent e ~ i ofsonsumar'
h
durablcs and producers' cqulpmcnt 1~1th
a life of :ipproximately ten years, and of
construction uith a life of about filtv vears. The averaee life illen 1s about seven
sears, which implies a ratio of aboit 3.5 (national castal coellicient) it' the l e i 1
of output is stable. and a slightly lower one - though h;trdly bclow 3 -if output
is increasing rcgulnrly ;11 a rdtc of ;~boul3 to 4 percent a )car. A consider;,bl:
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During the Great Depression the ratio increases sharply
because R.T.W. falls much less than net national product since,
in the absence of violent destruction in war, real R.T.W. can
at worst decline by the amount of total depreciation allowances.
By the late 'thirties, however, both ratios have practically come
back to the level prevailing during the thirty years preceding
1930, though this is partly due to the failure of net national
product to reach its full employment level. Beginning with 1940
the increase in R.T.W. falls progressively below the growth in
net national product with the result that the overall capital
coefficient declines to a low of slightly less than 2 in 1944 and
1945. (If military assets are included in R.T.W. the ratio rises to
approximately 2.3.) Even if correction is made for the apparent
overstatement of real net national product during wartime in
the Dcpartment of Commerce's estimates and Kuznets' figures*
substituted the ratio cannot be raised to much above 2$, which
is still far below the prewar average. From 1946 on a sharp
increase in the ratio is shown which by 1950 brings it to about
2.6 excluding military assets and to 2.8 including them.These
ratios are still considerably below any for the period 1897 to
1940. A discussion of the reasons for the difference and a
judgment whether or not the difference is likely to be perinanellt would call for up-to-date figures on R.T.W. in the major
industrial sectors which are not available, and for a much more
detailed analysis than has yet been applied to the p r ~ b l e m . ~
change is required in the long-term distributio~iof output by durability to
produce an average life of output outside a range of six and eight years and a
R.T.W. :Net National Product ratio falling for protracted periods of time outside the range of 3 and 4.
The more familiar ratio of total national wealth to national income is, of
course. hirher- usuallv between 4 and 6 -because it includes land and other
non-re~ro&cible reso;rces in the numerator. Moreover, since land tends to
represent a liigl~erproportion of toi:~lnational wealth the l e s developed thc
economy, the total urnlth-income ratio may be as high, or even higher, for :i
cot~ntrvwith low 35 101 one with hiell K.T.W.oer head. In the lorm 11 ts ~.cnerallv
derived the overall ratio may also-diverge fr6m the national capital coefficieG
as it is calculated here because of differences between price-adjusted depreciated
cumulated capital expenditures and the estimated market value of R.T.W.
obtained by a rough process of capitalization of yields.
Lo,z~-Ter,,t Clrorzges in flte A'alio~ralProduct in flre UttiledSfafes of Aarrricn
since 1870. See above, p. 40 of this volume.
T h i s movement again would disappear if Kuznets' estimates of net national
~ r o d u c during
t
wartime had been used rather than those of the Deuartment of
Commerce. TI& postwar level of the rdrios, of course, would nor be nllcctcd.
* For an extended discussion rn~kinguse of Kuznels' data on K.I.W. in rile
dilTcrent industrial sectors from 1869 to 1938, see Fellncr's paper, particulnrly
Sections V to \'Ill.
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Foregoing such causal analysis it may possibly be said that
the national capital coefficient is likely to increase for several
more years, particularly if military assets are included in R.T.W.,
and then would not be far froin the level observed between 1897
and 1929. For civilian R.T.W. alone, and particularly for structures and equipment, however, the difference will still remain
substantial and call for explanation.
No mention has been made so far of the margiual capital
coefficients. They turn out to be exceptionally erratic, which
may be due partly to defects in the underlying statistics, but also
appears to reflect lack of pronounced correlation between yearto-year changes in R.T.W. and in net national product. This
certai~llycasts some doubt if not on the theoretical validity,
then at least on the practical applicability of much of the socalled accelerator analysis to short-run problems.
4. The long-term trend of real R.T. W. per head
We may close this preliminary interpretation of the figures
which are now available on the trend of R.T.W. in the U.S.
since the beginning of the nineteenth century by considering
briefly whether the data point to the existence of a long-term
trend in R.T.W., and especially whether such a trend can bc
extrapolated into the future.
Two ways to answer the question will be tried. The first is to
derive the answer exclusively from an analysis of the benchmark
figures of R.T.W., and in particular of R.T.W. per head. These
figures appear to warrant four conclusions:

(a) During the past century and a half, real R.T.W. per head
has increased fairly regularly at the rate of a little more than
2 percent when the effects of major disturbances such as World
War I and I1 or the Great Depression are excluded.
(b) There is some evidence of a deceleration in the rate of
growth of real R.T.W. per head beginning with the fourth
quarter of the nineteenth century. On this basis we probably
could expect in the next generation a rate of increase of 1.5
to 2 percent per year, possibly nearer to the lower limit.
(c) The great risk of extrapolating apparent trends derived
from periods as short as ten to twenty years is demonstrated by
developments since the end of World War 11. Continuation of
the trend in the rate of growth of civilian R.T.W. per head since
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1929 would have led one to expect quite low values. Actually,
real civilian R.T.W. per head has increased at a rate of more
than 4 percent per year during the six years 1946 to 1951. Even
if the rate should decline substantially during the next four
years, the decadal rate of growth for the period 1946 to 1955 barring another major war - will be one of the highest, if not the
highest, on record. By the end of the decade the ratio of R.T.W.
to net national full employmellt product, which has been fairly
stable during the half-century preceding World War I1 at or at
slightly above 3, will have reached that level again. This, then,
will be the time for the test whether the high rates of the last
few years are a purely temporary phenomenon reflecting the
need for making good the deficiencies which had accumulated
between 1930 and 1945, or whether the long-term rate of growth
has returned to the average level of the preceding one hundred
and fifty years; or whether possibly it has risen above that level.
(d) The rate of growth of 2 percent per year could not be
extrapolated backward far beyond 1805. It means that real
R.T.W. per head is halved every thirty-five years and this
implies that in 1700 R.T.W. per head was the equivalent of
only $20 in 1929 prices. Such a low value is difficult to accept,
but I shall leave the judgment in this matter to economic
historians more familiar with the early colonial economy.'

' It is not within the scope of this paper to compare the rate of growth of real
R.T.W. per hqad in the United States with that which prevailed in other countries. I t is obvlous, however, that the present values of real R.T.W. per head in
either Europe, the Near East or the Far East, rule out the possibility that the
rate of growth could havc averaged as much as 2 percent, or for that matter
1 or 0.5 or 0.25 percent per year, during a substantial period of the histoly of
these countries. Such a rate of growth extrapolated backwards would soon lead
to values of real R.T.W. per head so low as to be patently incompatible with
what we know about the physical equipment of theseeconomies in past centuries.
To make this statement, indeed, is nothing but to belabor the obvious fact that
once we take the long view, extending the scope of our investigations over
millenia rather than centuries, the average rate of growth must necessarily llavc
been extraordinarily small compared to the rates with which wc have become
familiar since the industrial revolution; or, to put it more realistically, that
oeriods of growth have alternated with oeriods of decline. and that even durinr
ihe formerthe average rates of growt1Chave been small b y modern standard;
l'le only country p;$psr s~bri:ttcrl.it the 1951 Confcrsn;~ that SI\,CS redl
R.T.\V. or n:$t!onalwealth data o w r a long pcriod of time was Coppola d'Ann3's
rcoort on Italv. In rh:!i coonuv nr:vatc wealth ocr inhabitant in stable 113Ul-Uj)
piices increaskd at an averagiiate of 1 oercen't from 1860 to 1915. a i d at onk
of less than 0.9 percent from 1860 to 1928. At such rates real weaith per head
grows by about 150 percent every century. Beginning with Coppola d'Anna's
figure of total private wealth per head of 1,308 lire in 1860, and assuming that
R.T.W. IeDresented a little less than one-half of total orivate wealth (the ratio
in 1901 wis 56 percent if we average the two sets of fiiures shown in'coppola
d'Anna's Annex C ) we obtain a figure of R.T.W. per head in 1860 of about
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Auto-interpretation of statistical time series is never too fruitful an approach. We may, therefore, for a second answer turn
to the forces behind the average rate of growth of real R.T.W.
per head to decide whether a continuation of the trend evidenced
during the last century and a half is likely. It has been shown in
sub-section 2 that in the past the main factor in the rise of real
R.T.W. per head has been the increase in real output per manhour and that the changes in the other factors which influence
real R.T.W. per head have approximately offset each other.
May we expect this situation to continue?
The first of the factors which influence real R.T.W. per head,
other than real output per man-hour, is the length of the work
week and the work year. Continuation of the annual decline of
about 0.5 percent per year would bring the work week from its
present level of 45 hours down to 39 hours in one and to 33
hours in two generations. Both values are not so low as to rule
out the continuation of the previous trend, especially if part
of the reduction takes the form not of a decline of hours per
week but of a decrease of the number of weeks worked during
the year as the practice of paid vacations spreads. On the other
hand, a less rapid decline is rather more probable.
A substantial change in the average life of durables does not
appear likely unless far-reaching technological changes occur
which cannot be foreseen now. If there is a moderate change it
600 lire in 1901-05 prices - something in the order of $200 in 1929 prices compared with $440 for U.S.A. in 1850. Extrapolation backward at a rate of I percent yields a figure of 20 lire for the zenith of the Renaissance, when Italy was
one of the wealthiest countries in Europe; and of less than one centesimo for
Italy at the time of the height of the prosperity of the Roman Empire - though
not of the peninsula - (second century A.D.), obviously absurd results which only
demonstrate the inapplicability of a rate of 1 percent per year over such periods.
(Even at a rate of 0.5 percent the extrapolated value would have been as low as
approximately 100 lire for 1500 and 10 centesimi for 100 A.D.)
Data on Saxony are given in Jostock's paper on Germany, but only in current
values. Applying to them the index used by Jostock for the national income of
Germany the rate of growth of real R.T.W. of Saxony is approximately 1 percent per year for the period from 1880 to 1911.
For other countries recourse has been had to Clark's calculations (Corrditio,,,~
of Econotnic Progress, 2nd edition (London, Macmillan, 1951), pp. 486-89)
which are based on census-type estimates of reproducible wealth, not always
entirely comparable from benchmark to benchmark. With two exceptions, both
highly suspect - Japan from 1913 to 1930 and Hungary from 1890 to 1928 -they
show no long-term annual rate of growth of real R.T.W.per head of as much
3s 2 percent. For periods not affected by major wars they seem to lie mostly
within the range of 1 to 1.5 percent. This finding is of some interest for two
redsons. First, the rates while distinctly lower than those found for the U.S. are
of a comparable order of magnitude; secondly, they are sufficiently high for
extrapolation backwards, i.e. beyond the middle of the nineteenth century, to
lead to results as absurd as those just exempliiied for Italy.
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will probably be in the direction of a further decline reflecting
an increase in the importance of consumers' durable goods and
a shorter life of machinery and equipment due to more rapid
obsolescence.
Too little is known about the relationships between the productivity in the industries which produce durable goods and in
the rest of the economy to venture an appraisal. The apparent
wide scope for relative improvement in the efficiency of building, as well as the apparent trend towards an increasing share in
national output of services which are not susceptible to much
of an increase in productivity, would lead one to expect that
any change from this side will tend to increase the relative
productivity in the industries which produce durable goods.
These three factors, then, will tend to reduce real R.T.W.
per head if it is calculated by reducing current expenditures by
means of an index of the general price level such as a gross
national product deflator. This leaves the capital formation
ratio as the crucial factor, and the only one which may tend
toward an increase in real R.T.W. per head. During the last
century the ratio of investment, including consumers' durable
goods, to gross nat:onal product appears to have kept within
the range of 25 and 30 percent except during wars, although it
has been characterized by wide short-term fluctuations. Whether
this ratio will increase sufficiently to offset the tendencies towards a reduction of the rate of growth of real R.T.W. per head
emanating from the other factors is doubtful. It certainly seems
unlikely that the increase can be large enough to boost the rate
of growth above its nineteenth-century level. The outcome
apparently will depend mainly on the relative strength of two
forces. If the rate of saving of individuals is determined mainly
not by the level of real national income, but by each individual's
position on the Lorenz curve of incomes, as recent investigations have made probable: and if the tendency for incomes to
become more equally distributed may be assumed to continue,
then we may expect a decline in the pressure on the rate of
saving and capital formation from this side. This tendency,
however, may be offset partly, fully, or more than completely,
by an increase in the share of business and government saving
in total national saving. To evaluate the likelihood of such a

'

See ilrady and Friedrnann, 'S3vings and the 1~1corncDislriburion' (Sl,tdi/,cs
in I,ICWIICu~zrllVe,tl~lz,Vulra,,e Th,1947); :11soJ . S. Ducsenlrcrry, Lrcu~rre,Smitrg
nurl the T l ~ c o ~ofy Co,,ss,,rer Behavior, Carnbr~dgc,hlass. 1949, Cl~aptcr111.
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development would lead us well beyond the confines of this
paper.
Even full realization of the speculative llature of what we can
say about probable or possible trends in the factors that determine the rate of growth of real R.T.W. per head, would appear
to permit the conclusion that the rate of growth will continue
to depend primarily on the increase in the overall productivity
of the American economy. We might even venture the further
conclusion that the rate of growth in real R.T.W. per head will
be somewhat smaller than that in real output per man-hour.
That probably is as far as we can or need lo go here. If we may
assume that the rate of increase of output per man-hour of
1.5 and 2 percent which the American economy has experienced
over the last century1 will continue during the next one or two
generations, then we may also be fairly confident that real
R.T.W. per head will increase at approximately the same rate.

The high level of this rate, it should be remembered, was partly due to the
declini~gshare of agriculture in the economy. The gain in overall productivity
from this shift can hardly be of si~bstantialin~portancein the future.
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NOTES TO TABLE I

have been roughly split betaren f:irrners 3nd non-l;~rrncrson the
basis of goideposts l~kcsharc in the population :tnd relationships
for later periods for which darn are ;tv;~ilable.
1850:

Figures for cols. 1, 3, 5-7, 16, and 17 taken from Table V. Cols. 4,
8, 9, and 12 derived by a rough sdit of totals for consumers' dur-

durnbles. The toiil of coir. 10 and I I was zblaincd by iublrncting
the errim:ltcs for inventories and of concumcrs' dur:ibles from line
16 and then adding ships (line 14). Col. 13 is n very rough csr~malc
based on King', figure (cf. Titble VI, col. 7).
1880
and

: Cols. 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, and 14 are taken from Kuznets' National

P,od~ictsince 1869, Tables IV, 2, and N, 3; col. 17 from op. cit.,
p. 229. Col. 3 was obtained by assuming that 75 percent of Kuqnets'
estimatlon of total value of ?on-farm residences (Table IV, I, llne 5,
plus IV, 2, line 5) was attributable to structures. Col. 7 is taken
from Census reports (Historical Statistics, p. 10). Col. 12, which
includes crop inventories, was derived by adding to Kuznets'
inferred estimate for 1880, constructed on the basis of the illformation given in NationalProdfat since 1869, p. 228, changes in inventories derived from the decadal averages shown (ibid.,
111,
col. 5) and then subtracting cols. 7 and 16 of this table. &e sum
of cols. 4 and 9 was estimated by applying to the 1900B value and
index derived from King's estimates of consumers' durable3 (Table
VI, col. 10). The total was then split roughly between farmers and
non-farmers by method described for 1805. Col. 16 was taken from
An~rrraiReportof fheBureau of the Mint for 1929, p. 106, averaging
figures for June 30 of the year indicated and the following year.
The totals shown in cols. 1 and 2 thus represent a cornbinatlon of
Kuznets* data with a few outside estimates.

1805, 1850: Cols. 3-6. 9-11. 13. and 14 obtained from Section
Ahv
means
of
~
< -~
~ - ~-~
~ ~
division by ~nydeis'index of the general price level (Historical
Statistics, p. 231, Col. L1); cols. 12, 16, and 17 by Warren and
Pearson's index of wholesale prices (ibid., col. LZ), and cols. 7 and
8 by their indexes of wholesale farm prices (ibid., col. L4).
~~

~~~

~~

. .
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1880-1900.4: Cols. 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, and 14 from Kuznets' NatiorralProdrict since
1869, Tables IV, 5, and N, 6; col. 17 from Table N, 10. Col. 3
obtained by a ~ p l y i n Kuznets'
s
deflator to revised estimates shown
in Seclion 4 of ihiC~ablc.Kuzncts' lolals for in\,entories (op.cil.,
Table IV, IU) have been split by carrying back the estim:ltes for
cols. 7 and 8 of line IYUUU rvilh the heln of Kuzners' dcc.ld:!l
averaces for chances (OD. cit., Table 11. 16): using the ficures of
col. 16 of this tabie f o i holdihgs of gold and silver; and'ireating
col. 12 as residual. Thus any deviation from Kuznets' estimates
for cols. 7, 8, and 16 -separate figures for which have not been
oublished - will amear in col. 12. but the total of all four columns
coincides with ~ k e t s figure.
'
Cols. 4 and 9 were obtained by
dividing the figures in Section A of this table by Snyder's index of
the general price level, and linking the resulting figures to the values
in line 1900B.
~

1900B-1948: Same source as Section A.
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NOTES TO TABLE I1
Col. 1: Mid-year to 19004 average of 1st July of current and following year to
1945; 1st January of following year thereafter. Data to 1939 fro111
Historical Statistics, p. 26; for 1945, Statistical Abstract, 1949, p. 7; for
1948 and 1950 from Survey of Cur'rerrt Busirtess, December 1949, May
1951, p. S-10.
Cols. 2
and 3: From Table I, Section A. (Fiyres for 1880B reduced by 13 percent, the
ratio between B and A estimates for 1900.) Excludes gold and silver and
net foreign assets.
Col. 4: From 1939 on from Table 111, col. 11.
Cul. 5: Rough cstintatcs btscd on assumption tllat semi-dur;~blcsand perishablcs equalled fully onc-third ofconsumcrs' dumbles froni 1929 on, and
rc~rcscntcdan increasingly hichrr ratio of consumers' dumblcs at carlicr d3tr.s. For considcr~iionsSupporting thc ratios uscd cf. Guldsmith,
'A Perpctutl inventory of Satlon:~l Wealth' (Sls~iie,irr /,,ro,,re n,,d
Ji'caltl~,Vol,u,rr Furrrlen,), pp. 3 6 3 8 .
Col. 6: For 1900-1948 taken, with some modifications, from Goldsmith, op.
cit., Table I . Figure for 1850 obtained by an~lvingratio of current value

under cultivation or close to cultivation aieas.
Col. 7: Very rough estimates. (For some justification for those of 1929 to 1946,
see Goldsmith, op. cit., pp. 41-42.)
Col. 8: From Table I, Section C.
Cols. 9
and 10: Obtained by applying to rough c,timatcs of thc current value of foreign
assets and foreign liabiliti:~ lllc same deflators as used in Table I, Section
C , col. 17. (The difl'crcnccbetuJecncols. 9 and 10 is identical u,ithTable I,
Section C, col. 17.)

TABLE III

Vali~eo/' D11rrrble Rept.o~iircibleMilitary Assets, 1939-1950
( S billion)
Expenditures on
Durable ErIilitary
Assets
Year
Current

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

1929
Prices

Original Cost
of Durable
Military Asscts
-Undepreciated

Depreciation Allowances

V

$

~

t

~

~

~Adjusted
~ ~ Value
t ~ f

0

D~prc- Original
clatetl
Cost

1929
Prices

Rep'ace-

$2;

1929
Prices

Current
Value

Current
Prices

1929
Prices

(2)

-(3)
- -.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

0.5
0.7
3.5
13.5
21.0
21.0
13.5
2.9
2.0
2.4
3.2
5.0

0.4
0.6
2.9
11.0
18.9
21.0
15.0
2.9
1.6
1.7
2.2
3.4

5.0
5.7
9.2
22.7
43.7
64.7
78.2

2.6
2.8
5.7
17.9
36.1
52.5
60.0
56.2
51.3
46.7
42.7
40.2

0.5
0.5
0.6
1.3
2.8
4.6
6.0
6.7
6.9
7.0
7.2
7.5

0.4
0.4
0.5
1.1
2.4
4.1
5.6
6.3
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.9

0.4
0.4
0.5
1.1
2.4
4.1
5.6
7.0
9.1
10.4
11.0
11.5

2.1
2.3
4.7
14.6
31.1
48.0
57.4
54.0
49.1
44.2
39.7
36.2

2.6
2.8
5.5
17.0
34.5
51.0
55.0
77.9
73.1
71.0
65.7
60.5

2.6
2.8
5.4
15.0
30.0
43.0
52.0
77.9
73.1
71.0
65.7
60.5

2.1
2.3
4.5
13.0
28.0
42.0
55.0
54.0
49.1
44.2
39.7
36.2

83.1
85.5
88.7
93.7

n

>

(1)

8L.I

-z

2
<
>
P

2
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NOTES TO TABLE 111

Col. 1. 1939-1946: Obtained by distributing increase in col. 3 between !939 and
1946 among individual years on basis of (a) eapendltures on
'
munitions and war construction (Elidget of U.S. Govenln m t , 1947, p. 752); (b) proportion of value of output of
aircraft, ships, guns, combat and motor vehicles. and communic;rlioni a d clc:tronic cquiprncltt to to~al'munilions
production (I,,~/~,rrirriol
.Mobiiirono,r/;,r IYar, War Production
i3oard. Vol. 1. o. 9621. and ic) index of volume
of
rnon~rionr
~~~~~.
...
.~
~~
~ -~-.-~.
production ( ~ i r v e yof CI,?&,~~lrsiness,1947 Supplement,
p 15).
~

1x7-1950: Sum of expenditures on aircraft Drocurement: construction
of ih:ps; other major procurerncnl; mllllary pobl:c works;
sto~kpiling:ci\ilixn coniponmls and rcscarch and devclopmcnt cxncnditurcs (usine onlv ane-halfof thc l n a
ircmsl
and 1951, p. M-28
Col. 2.

1939-1945: Derived from col. I on assumption that level of munitions
prices in 1944, when quantity production was established,
was comparable to 1929 price level of non-military con1modities (the index of civilian prices of metals and metal
products, then under control, was only 3 percent above the
1929 level in 1944), but that prices of military commodities
declined, in comparison to the 1944 lesel, by about 10 percent a year from 1942 through 1945.
1946-1950: Derivcd on assurnptlon that prices of milit;~ryassrr moved
in rclalion to 1945 lcvel like B.L.S.index of wholej:tlc prims
of (civilian) rnctals and meral products.

Col. 3.

1939: Estimated on basis of col. 4, assuming about 11-year life and
equal distribution of expenditures.
1940-1945: Cumulation of col. 1 on 1939 basis.
1946: Reeve and associates in Srudies in fitconze and Wcalrlr,Volt,,,re
T!oclve,p. 502.
1947-1950: Cumulation of col. 1 on 1946 basis.

Col. 4.

1939: Obtained from depreciation of roughly estimated expenditures on durable military assets in period before 1939.
1940-1945: Cumulation of difference between cols. I and 5 on 1939
basis.
1946: Reeve and associates, op. cit.
1947-1950: Cumulation of difference between cols. I and 5 on 1946
basis.

v
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Col. 5. 1939-3946: Obtzined by depreciating col. I (and corresponding rough
calimates ibr 1930-1938) at a rate of Y percent required to
reach 1946 benchmark of col. 4. This is probably the loacst
rate lh3t can be considered and a somewhat higher overall
rate, up to about I5 percent, may take account more
adeauntelv of obsolescenuc on some tvDei
.. u l eauionlcnt.
particulariy aircraft.
1947-1950: Obtained by depreciating col. 1 at rate of 9 percent.

Col. 6. 1939-1950: Same method of depreciation as used in col. 5, but applied
to col. 2.

Col. 7. 1939-1945: Assumed equal to col. 6.
1946-1950: Col. 6 times annual average of B.L.S. index of wholesale
prices of metals and metal products shifted to 1944 basis.

Col. 8.

1939: Rough estimate based on col. 9.
1940-1950: Obtained by cumulating difference between cols. 2 and 6 on
1939 basis.

Col. 9.

1939: Assumed equal to col: 4. (Estimate of $5 billion given by
peeve and associates In op. eit., p. 502, and des~gnatedas
arbitrary', is regarded as too high.)
1910-1915: lloughly interpol~tvdbrtaezn 1939 and 1916 values
basis of col. 8 and price trend.

011

1946: Reeve and associates, op. cit.
1947-1950: Col. 8 times year-end value of B.L.S. index of wholesale
prices of metals and metal products on 1946 basis.

Cols. 10
and 11: 1939-1940: Same as cols. 8 and 9 respectively.
1941-1945: Cols. 8 and 9, respectively roughly adjusted for battle losses
of materiel.
1946-1950: Same as cols. 8 and 9 respectively.
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TABLE 1V

Estimate of Reproducible Tangible National Wealthfor 1805
I. structures:
(a) Farm residences and service buildings
(6) Non-farm residences and other buildings
2. Public utilities
3. Mills .
.

.

.
.
.
,
.
.

4. Public buildings
5. Ships ,
.
6. Inventories .
7. Livestock
.
8. Farm implements
9.Consumergoods.
10.Gold.
.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

S million

.
.

.

J I. Total reproducible durable tangible assets
12. Net foreign investments in U.S.

.

13. Domestically owned durable tangible assets

NOTES TO TABLE IV
Line 1: Obtained on the assum~tionthat of Samuel Blodaet's estimate (Eco,ro-

estimates of national wealth for 1850 iT11e ~ c ~ r l ~ a1,reonre
trd of'k
I"wp1e f,g rbc Uuircd Srirrdr, p. 25Y). Instead of Blodgct's round figure
of one nlillion famillcs, an estimdlc o i 1.1 million has been used, b;iscd
on ;In avr.l;ixe :~.,izc
of F~nlilvof 5.73 oersons obtained
bv straicht-line
............
-... .....
interpolatio~between1790 and 1850 calues (HistoriealStatistics, Series
B172, p. 29).
I.inc la: rlte total of llne 1 (,tss.tnled to cxcludc thc value of land underlyltlg
structures) has been divided into farm (residences snd service buildings)
and non-farm structures. The solir was based on the share of thc nonfarm populntion and of the ielationsbip at later benchmark dates
betwein rhc nvcrage valuc per farm structure (including farm ccnice
buildings) and non-farm residence. The share ofthc non-fiirm population
\\.IS cjtimatc.1 at 20 ncrccnt on the basis of its share in cmnlovmcnt
=.......
which could be extra6olated from the decadal ficur&~vailableback to
1820 (Hisruricnl Sririsricr, p. 63). The ovemge value of non-Farm
res~denceswas eainla1ed. on the basic of relat~onshipsa,llich can bf
anoroxitnated for 1850 ($re Table VI and 1880 (on the
Kaonrtc
....hnrlr
......of
....
....
fibres on the value of real estatk im~rovementsgiven in National
P;oducr si,,cr 1869, p. 202). at somewhnimore than t h e that for farm
residences and service buildings together. Combin;lt!on of thcsc two
eatimarcs meant allocating 3boot 65 percent oflinc 1 to firm restdences
and other farln buildtngs.
Line Ib: Line 1 less la.
Line 2: Blodget's estimate for 'turnpike, canal and toll bridge stock'.
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Line 3: Blodget's estimate for 'flour, grist, saw, iron and o t h e ~mills' of $4
million slightly increased because it is designated as a mmimnm.
Line 4 Blodget's estimate for public buildings and other public property,
including churches. Apparently no allowance is made for puhllc streets
and roads.
Line 5: This item is included, without specification as to amount, in Blodgsl's
estimatc of 'stock in trade' of Sf50 million. It has been esr~rndtedotl
the
of 1.140.000
tons of sllinoine
(IlijloricalSlotisric5.
ScrIes......hxis
~.~
~ cross ,
~
~
~
K-95. n. 208) and an averare value Der ton of about $35. Thelatter figure
~

~

~

.. -.

shivs rarely c6st over ' ~ 5 5per ton. ordinary freighters then sold at
prices ranging bctucen $35 hnd S59 per ton', nssumlng (a) th3t these
figures refer to newly constructed tonnage; (b) that the cost of new
tonnarc varied bctwecn 1791 and 1831) in accordanoe rvtth the ceneral
price level (cf. ~ i s t o % a l Statistic!, Series L-I, p. 232); and (c) that the
average value per ton of the entlre Merchant Marine was about onequarter below cost of reproduction.

-~

~~

Line 6: Sum of Blodget's cstimdtc for inventories of 'country producc' of 526
million, and an cstim3te for other inventories of about S75 mlllion.
Blodcr.1 includes an unipccificd amount for inventories o l 'European
and hdian mcrclmndisc'-in his estim.tte for 'stock in tradu' whicB totals
SISO million. The estimate of $60 million has kcen obtn~ncdby assumino. as thc Bureau of Ccnrus does lor 1900 to 1922. that in\,cntorie$ of

Line 7: I t is assumed that livestock accounted for most of Blodget's figure of
$70 million for 'carriages and livestock'.
Lin~.8: Rcsidual between Blodget's total for 'stock in trade' of $150 million
and thc separate ustim3tes for shipping (line 5). inventories of imported
goods (line 6), an51 gold (line ID). Ulodgst did nor ind~carewhelhcr farm
imolcments \\,ere ~ncludedin hls cstlm.ltc. or whrther they were included
at ill. An estimate of about $30 million; or about S5f per head of the
rum1 population, is cumpi~tibleuith thc Census cstim3tes ofSl52 million, or S7jprr head, in 1850(cf. Tdbl~.V,line 12), ila5.-ounr ls 1;lkr.n of
the decline in nrices. and if it is ;lssumed that the ailantltv olim~lcmcnlr
used per farm^ was Hubstanttally smaller in 1805 ihan in 1850.Line 9: Sum of home furnishings and apparel (residual from line 1) and carriages
(included in line 7).
Line 10: Included without specification in Blodget's estimate of 'stock in trade'.
The figure of $18 million is the amount of 'specie in U.S.' taken from
A. B. Hepbum, History of Coir~ageand C~rretrcyirr tlte UnifedSfafes,
New York 1915, p. 87.
Line 11: Sum of lines 1 through 10.
Line 12: Based on estimate of $75 million for 1803 cited by Cleona Lewis,
America's Stake in Infernatiorral I,zvestme~tts,Washington, Brookings
Institution, 1938, pp. 152, 560.
Line 13: Line l l less line 12.

~
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TABLE V

Adjusted Census Estimate of National Wealth in 1850
$

.

1. Reported value .
.
.
2. Tax-exempt property .
.
3. Value of slaves .
,
.
.
4. Adjusted value
,
.
.
.
5. Consumers' non-durables .
6. Durable tangible assets
.
7. Land: Agricultural
.
8. Lend: Other
4
9. Reproducible durable tangible asseis
.
10. Farm buildings and tixed improvements.
11. Non-farm residential buildings
.
12. Farm machinew and implenlents .
13. Livestock
.
.
.
14. Ships
.
15. All other reprodrt~iblekngibie assets .
16. All other, adjusted
. . .
17. Cold .
.
18. Total reproduciblk durable tangible asseis
19. Net foreign investments in U.S.
20. Domestic equity in durable tangible asseis

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.
.

0

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.

.

million
7,136
350
800
6,686
100
6,586
2,618
0
3,568
654
800
152
544
140
1,278
1,900
154
4,450
300
4,150

NOTES TO TABLE V
Line 1: Pwlifnina~yReport of Eighlh Census, 1862, p. 195.

Line 3: It is impossible on the b:tnis of the nlatcrial no\\' 3vai13blr lo decide
which 01 tlic r.stimntur of the v:~lue\wth uhich the sln\es wcrc etitcred
~n the Uurvdu of the Census cs1im:ttcs of nationill v,unlth for I850 and
1860 -this is not necessarily the same as their actual value - is nearest

Ind~rstryrind ~ e i l f k1872113.8)
,
and the oiher of 51,500 million ( ~ e a i t l r ;
Debr u,,d Tavotion, 1907. p. 31). l'hc,c figures correspond rcspcitively
to an average asscsscd ~ 3 1 per
~ 2sl3ve oiabout $410 and 5380. A somewhat hiehcr cstim3tc (SSOO oer slave) uas niade bv Dr. \Villi3m Elder
in 1863 i~ebtandReso;r.cesifthe ~niied~fates.~hiiadel~l~ia
1863. D. 17)
2nd adopted by D. A. Wells ( A ~ e ~ ~ t a l R eof
p oi/!r
r ~Speci"1 Co,,s,riiiio,rci
of Rclr,n,e/ur 1869. p. xi), 2nd npplrrcntly also by Ruggles in his rcporr
to the lntern3tional Statistical Concress i n Bcrlin [see Bo,rl.crr' .Ifo~mr-

'From carefuiinquiiies we infer that the& [the siaves'l a<erage'assessed
value in 1860 was $500 each', whether editorializing or reporting another's findings is not clear.

('LIE '1s 'dd 'SE61 YlOA MaN 'SJ3!.ldpU~ PI09 'UOSlEad 'V 'J PUU
UalJeM 'J '093s) ~sle!ia)em8qppnq jo ~ s o pun
a sale1 a8em u! sasueqa
uo paseq 0681 pug 0581 uaaMlaq s8u!pl!nq le!$uap!saijo slsoa uo!lanl]s
-uoJ u! aSueq3 pa$eur!lsa aqt ql!m aauepioaae u! luaaiad O@ Znoqe Lq
ainsy 8u!?lnsai aqi 8u!anpai pue ( ~ L'dI '~!IS!JUJS IDJ!.!OIS!H) s 8 q l l a ~ p
uO!f~!w ' 6 ' ~Lq 'luaa~adsz Lluo jo pus[ jo a ~ u q paurnsse
s
ue 01 au!$sn!pe
ia$je '(ZOZ 'd '6981 a311!s nnpord lor,o!~u~) 0681 i o j ain8y .siauznn
Su!p!n!p Lq pau!eiqo seM anran ainlaruls a8eiane aqi 30 aleur!isa aqL
'(IT 'd '0561'r3o.irrqylo2!rs!rors) alqe(!ene s! uo!ppdod miejjoa~em!lsa
ye qa!qfi l o j alep l s q aql '0161 U! 2u!l!enaid ley, 01 3u!puodsauoa
P'I lnoqe 30 uo!ielndod ueqin 01 miej-uou jo uo!lelai t, pue (8 'd
'0561 'salorspaJ!un a!(ljo z3u.i~sqy!UJ!JS!JUJ~) uo!l[!w YE JO uo!ie[ndod
ueqin us jo s!seq aqi uo palew!lsa s e uo!lelndod
~
uuej-uou aqt jo az!s
aqL lu!llamp lad suoslad 5 jo a8eiane ue pue uo!g[!ur 5 jo uo!ie1ndod
WI~J-UOU
c JO uo!idwnsse aql uo pan!lap SCM sSu!l[ah>p jo iaqurnu aqL
'9u![[amp md 0085' jo an[en ainlanrls a 8 e l a ~ eue
pm! s3u![[amp le!tuap!sai wiej-uou uo!l[!ur 1 jo s!seq aql uo palew!ioa :I [ au!?

.punl lemi1na!i8e
-uou jo anlch aqi paluasaidar aleisa leal miuj-uou jo anpA ail1 jo
pi!ql-auo L1aletu!xo.rdde ley1 uo!ldwnsse aql uo pascq saieur!lsa q3noa :8 au!?
'(ZOZ 'd '6981 J2U!S JJll/JO.l~
!VNO!JUN aas :0681 pue 0881 JO sasnsua~aqt uj sSu!p[!nq pue pun[
!e1ni[na!i3e jo anten ~ e l oaql
i 01 stauznn Lq pa!ldde osle s! u!isi s!q~)
pailodai lsiy
sarnsy ateiedas qqqm loj ~ 1 6 pue
1 0061 jo sasnsuaa
aql 10J O!ler aSe1ane aql '(!!xx[ 'd 'n?srra3rljsanas) sSu!pl!nq pue puel
leimlna!l~eJo anfeh aql roj ain3y snsua3 aqljo ~traarad08 le palCm!lsa :L au!?

'51 pue '6 '9 @
' saw1 a3ueqa
p[noM l! mq '(LI pus 91 '@I 01 01 sau!~)siuauodwoa p~iem!lsa4iuapuad
-apu! jo urns aq? se pau!elqo s! s!ql asnexq (81 aug) stasse alq!8uel
aneinp aTar3npoidai palsnlpe 101 a~n311aql laalle lou PlnoM 'Palou

"--

0981 i o j alqc[!eAe siin~y'sno!~u~'aqt
o

I I O I S O ~'yi,G~
,/i"!. , o @ j p a i 5/'7 :sd!ll!qj $ . jI I < ~ J E ~ woij
J
j o p c s ~sJnlcn) spilq~-o\,llnoqo Lq pssusi~u!sla~ieotJO[EIUlnoj u!
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Lineri 12
and 13: Seventh Census, p. Ixxii.
Line 14: Estimated on the basis of a merchant fleet of 3.5 million tons (HLrro,ira/
Smrisrics, Series K-95, p. 208) u d an average value of $40per ton, the
same as given for 1860 in Prese!,r I'rorress ofS/ti,iobrrildi,uit, ,/re Utzircrl
States (Kppendix F to Report of Specilal Cdmm&sionersf Revenue for
1867), p. 198, as price level increased only slightly from 1850 to 1860.
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(A sl~ghtlyhigher figare for 1860 - viz. $50 per ton - is given by S. U.
Ruggles in his report to the lnterna1ionaI Smtistical Congresc in Bcrlln,
as reporred in Bnfikerr' Maxazi~ze.1863-61. p. 891).

Line 15: Line 9 less sum of lines 10 through 14. The figure includes pritnarily
non-residential non-farm buildings; machinery and equipment not on
farms; business inventories; and consorners' durables. The only component for which a Census estimate is given is the capital of railroads,
public utilities, manufacturing and mining enterprises. This is put at
5533 million, compared to King's estimate of $909 nlillion excluding
inventories (op. cit., pp. 256-8), leaving $745 million for plant, equipment and inventories in trade, construction and service industries, for
institutional and government structures and for consumers' durables,
all of which King estimated by indirect methods at $1,040 million, again
excluding inventories.
Line I 6 Obtained by combining (3) King'* estimate (op. <it., pp. 256-9) ior rails a y and other public utility srrucrurra and equipment ($639 n~llllon);
fa~iory,office. store and miscellancuus busincss buildings ($563 inillion):
machinery and tools ($247 million); churches, theitrcs, ere. (SljU
million) and f~rniture,carriages, ctc. (5350 million) reduced by ibout
ane-third because hic firures are acncrallv above Ccnsus data: sith (b)
an estimate of about $663 million?or invehtories based on late; relationships to reproducible wealth.
Line 17: 'Sp~.ciein the Uniicd Stillcs' as giwn in H r p b u ~ nA, H,r~o,yr,J'Cbi,rr,i.e
oud C!,rre,rc,f L tA, United Slol<?, p. 177. Ihis llcm IS probably not
:ncludetl in llnc I and hence not covered in linci I5 and 16.
Line 18: Line 9 plus excess of line 16 over line 15 plus line 17 plus rough allowances for reproducible assets included in line 2.
Line 19: Based on estima!es for 1843 ($225 million) and 1853 ($380 million)
discussed by Lewis, op. cit., pp. 519-22.
Line 20: Line 18 less line 19.
Note: No use has been made in the Table of the seenlingly exhaustive classification of the Census Bureau's national wealth total of 1850 to be
found in Mulhalls' Dictionary of Statistics (1892, p. 593) because there
is no explanation of how the figures were arrived at, and because he
apparently is unaware of the inclusion of slaves in the Census total.
Mulhalls' estimates are as follows (S million):
Land
3,310
Railroads 290
Houses 1,000
Cattle 550
Factories 520
Furnitwe 500
Sundries 966 (possibly including slaves)

TABLE VI

King's Estimates of Reproducible Tangible Wealth (excluding inventories), 1850-1910
(S million)

w

P

Year

Structures

1

Total

.arm

Residential

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1903
1910

Indus-

Other

mercial

Public
utility

%$t
l",
etc.

(5)

(6)

(7)

450
850
1,400
2,000
2,737
3,340
6,125

752
2,081
3,478
5,912
9,417
12,702
26,700

150
250
375
600
970
1,200
2,200

and

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

4,468
8,890
13,258
21,521
31,970
43,006
75,591

1,271
2,016
3,029
5,015
7,794
10,021
17,546

366
731
804
1,060
1,275
1,423
2,530

550
1,097
1,206
1,591
1,912
2,134
3,795

20

Consumer Goods
Equipment
--

Z
Farm

&; :

Other

Other

(8)
(10)
(9)
(11)
152
246
337
406
494
750
1,265

247
419
869
1,967
2,171
3,256
4,730

350
800
1,100
1,900
3,600
4,880
6,700

135
300
500
800
1,200
2 , 0
3,000

Misc.

U

(12)

n

45
100
160
270
1,300
1,000

3
0

g
g
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NOTES TO TABLE V1

Col. 1:

Sum of cols. 2 to 12.

Culs. 2-3: From The Weair11o~zdftico,r~rof the People olrlre U,ziadStnres, 1915,
p. 259. It isnot ccrlain whether the figurcsexclude value of land undcrlying structures. ('l'his also applies to colr. 3 through 7.)
Col. 4:

Op. cit., p. 256, includes 'barns and other out-buildings on farms'.

Col. 5:

Op. cit., p. 256. Designated as 'Office, store and miscellaneous'.

Col. 6:

Op. cif., pp. 256-7. Covers manufacturing, mining and public utilities.
Probably also includes equipment in public utility industries.

Col. 7:

Op. cil., p. 259. Designated as 'Churches, theatres, etc.'.

Col. 8:

Op. cit., p. 258.

Col. 5:

Op. rir., p. 258. Dcsignnlcd as '.Mov;iblc m;ichinery aitd tools in

Col. 10:

Op. eit., p. 259. Designated as 'Furniture, carriages, automobiles, etc.'.

Col. 11:

0p. cit., p. 259. Designated as 'Clothing, personal ornaments, etc.'.

Col. 12:

011. cit., p. 259.,Content not indicated, but apparently does not include
itlventories or Lvestock.

mnnufacturing, mining and m~sccllancousindustries'. Probably docs
not include equipment in public utility indt~strics.
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TABLE VII

Kuzrzets' Esfimafesof Reproducible Tangible Natioizal Wealth
of U.S. (excluding Consumers' Drirables), 1880-1922
(S billion)
I

I

Year

Total
(1)

I

I

Real Estate
Improve- Equipment Inventories
ments
(2)

(3)

(4)

Net
Foreign
Assets
(5)

Part A: Nafiot~nlP,rrrl~ctsbrce 1869, Table 1V-5, !ine 19 (col. 2); 1V-6, line 18
(col. 3); IV-10, col. 3 (col. 4); and IV-10, line 4 (col. 5).
Part B: Op. cit., Table IV-2, line 19 (col. 2); Table IV-3, line 18 (col. 3) and
p. 229, footnote to col. 4 (col. 5).

NOTES TO TABLE VLlI
Col. 1: Obtained by dividing Table I, Section A, col. 1, less cols. 7, 8, 12, and
15-17 by same columns of Table I, Section C.
Col. 2: Obtained by dividing sum of cols. 3-6, 9-11, and 14-15 of Table I,
Section A, by same columns of Table I, Section C .
Col. 3: Obtained from Natio,ral Prorluet sbtce 1869 by dividing sum of Table
IV-2, line 19, and Table IV-3, line 18, by sum of Table 1V-5, line 19, and
Table IV-6, line 18.
Col. 4: Obtained from unpublished estimates of gross national prodirct in current
and 1929 prices.
Col. 5: Obtained by dividing estimates of gross national product in current
prices by those in 1939 prices and shifting quotient to 1929 basis (Survej,
of Cr!r?.cnfBusirrcss, January 1951, p. 9).
Col. 6: Hislo~icalStafisfics,P. 231. Year end figures for 1900-1948 obtained, a
in columns 7, 8, and 9, by averaging annual averages of current and
following year.
Col. 7: I'rom 1901 on nvcmgc of indices of residenu;tl, com~nerci~l
. ~ n dindustrial,
and public utility construction (Boeckh: .Varch:~II and Stescnrj. Fur
c;lrlier dorea extranulalions bv me:lns of indicci o i budclinr material
prices and wages (Warren andPearson).

-

Col. 8: Index of Bureau of Labor Smtistica, 1805-1939 ( t l r r r ~ ~ , i c o I S ~ r r r ~ ~pp
ric.~,
233.4, 1948; .l!o,,r/rly 1.nbur Rcv~en,,July 1950, p. 185).
Col. 9: 1-roni 1913 on, Bureau of Labor Star~slics;beforv, index uf Federal
Resen~eBank of New Yurk (H~\ro,ico/Smrrrricr, pp. 235.6) linkcd to
index of Burcdu or I.;lbor Slalislics.
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TABLE IX

Cyclical Position of National Wealrlr Benchmark Years

Year

Thorp

NBER

Industrial
Deflated
and
Business ComGmss
Activity mercial Natlonal
ProProduct
duction
Percent
of5-Year
Moving
Average

Percent
of Trend
(2)

(3)

1850 Prosperity

About midway between
1848 trough and 1853
peak

103.3

1880 Prosperity

Midway between 1878
trough and 1882 peak

107.7

102

1890 Prosperity;

Cyclical peak

109.7

109

1900 Prosperity;
brief recesslon
1912 Revival;
prosperity

Cyclical trough

100.3

94

98.9

Midway between 1911
trough and 1913 peak

104.2

102

99.0

1922 Revival;
prosperity

Midway between 1921
trough and 1923 peak

93.4

94.7

1929

Cyclical peak

108.3

108.8

1939

Incipient recovery from
1938 trough

95.4

1946

Slightly past cyclical
trough

94.7

1948

Cyclical peak

(1)

(4)

(5)

1805 Prosperity

recession

100.0

Col. I: Busirress An~als,pp. 115 ff.
Col. 2: Burns and Mitchell, .!lcos,rr;,rg Rt.stitrjs O'1e.v (NBEII, 1946), p. 78,
lo 1929. For later years based on Char1 6 in G. 11. Moore, Slotbtical
Inriicnrors of C.vclicn1 R~.!.ivniso,z,/ K<-ceIsiw!r(NBEK, Occasional Paper
No. 31. 1950).
Col. 3: Ayres, T,tr,rirrc Pob~rsirr Business Cycles, p. 128.
Col. 4: Frickey, Production in flre U.S., 1860-1914, p. 60.
January 1951, p. 9; for earlier
Col. 5: From 1939 on, Slirvey of Current B~rsi~~ess,
years, unpublished estimates by NBER.
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TABLE X

Rate of Grotvtlz of Reproducible Tangible Durable Non-military
Wealth, Annually, 1897-1950

1
u.

Year

1

I

I

R.T.W.
R.T.W. per Head
Rate of Growth
I
Consumers' Durablcs Consumers' Durabkr Consumcrs' Dur;lbler
Included I Excluded
$ billion of 1929
(1)

(2)

(

included

8

Excluded

I

lncludid I L ~ l u d c d
Percent per year

(s,

(5)

I

INCOhlE AND W E A L T H
TABLE X (Cowti~~uerl)
R.T.W.
Consumers' Durables

End
of
Year

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

Included I Excloded
$ billion of 1929

S of 1929

(1)

(2)

(3)

346.5
349.6
344.6
339.0
334.3
356.5
380.2
403.0
419.2
(445.0)

295.6
299.1
295.4
291.4
287.4
303.5
319.8
336.4
346.4
(362.0)

2,587
2,579
2,510
2,381
2,498
2,614
2,722
2,783

2,127
2,199
2,272
2,300

Percent per year

4.64

3.39
3.32
1.23

NOTES TO TABLE X
Values for benchmark years (1900,1912,1922,1929,1939, and 1948) are those
shown in Table I, Section C, cols. 1 and 2, although with small difference. Those
for other years are derived by the same procedures. (A description of sources
and methods will be given in Vol. Ill of the author's Saving Study.)

